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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VARIABLESYIN LEARNING AND MODES OP PRESENTING.
MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS. . Abkemeier, M. K.; Bell, F. H. International

Journal of Matheinatical Education in Science and Technology, v7 n3, pp257-

27Q, August "15176.

. ,

Expandej Abstract and AnalysiS Prepared Eqpecially for I.M.E. by Larry
Sowder, University of Northern Illinois, Dekalb, IllinOia.

. ,
: P t

1. Purposes .

/

(a) To determine whether figural or symbplic modes in pro-
grammed materials on functions give superior performance
on immediate' learning or op one-week retention. ..

.1

.(b) iTo determine Whether there are interactions-betweea the
figural and symbolic modes and either sex or mode-pre-
ference. 4

4

(c) To explorlirelationships between these modes and several
of Guilford's'structure-of-intelledt (SI) aptitudes..

2. Rationale

The attractiveness of the/SI model. to researchers in aptitude"-,
treatmtnt interaction (ATI) studies has led to several studies which

,have not iivenouniform results. Some have used only a limited number of

aptitudes: None of, the studies cited considered thellearner'ss."pre-

ferred" mode of instruction.

30 Research Design and Procedure

One hundred ninety-nine,beginning algebra students were screened
for suitable "abstractionAge4 (Shipley abstraction test) and prior
knowledge of the mathematical.concept of function. .The160 survivors
were given a mode-preference test constructed by the authors and then.
were randomly assigned to a 3- class -session useof programmed materials

A involving either a figural mode ,(arrow diagrams, function machines) or
a symbolic mode (symbols, forMUlas, sets of ordered pairs). A '100-

point learning test eOnstructed by the authors, was given at the next
class and 4a second 100-point_test, a.retentiOn test, was given a week

later. (Each test presented some items in figural, symbolic, and
"neutral" modes.)- During the week between the learning test and the
retention test, 11 SI-inspired aptitude tests were given, 5 for figural
aptitudes,'5 for symbolic aptitudes, and 1 for a semantic aptitude.

(
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4. Findings..-
.

J

(a)' Two-tailed t-tests '(c., = Q.05) showed no.differences,betneen
"'the learning test or retention test performances of the 87

, ,

-'10.gural Ss or the 73
.

symbolic Ss. The 43 figural-Mode males,
.

*owever, performed better than the 39 symbolic -mode' Males on
the learning testiteMs presented in a figural or a "neutral"

e

mode. ,

(b) No interactions between mode and either sex or preferred
mbde were found in separate two-way analyses of variance
(p = 0.05). The 78 females'did perform statisticallYiwtter
than the 82 males,(e.g., learning test: females-=-55.9%,

males--50.0%; retention test: females-67.8%, males--59.2%).

(c) Various multiple and simple linear regression analyses suggest-
ed that the aptitude, divergent production of figural systems
(DFS; measured by the Making Objects test), was the best,,
single predictor,'giving a positive coefficient fOr the figural
group and a negative coefficient for the symbolic group and
accounting for the'major part of the variance (ca. 50% for
the retention test scores, even aftett the other 10 measures

had been'entered). Cognition of symbolic systems (CCS; mess-
;urpd by the Letter Series test) was the best single predictor
within the symbolic group. Cognition of ,semantic systems
.(CMS; Necessary Factstest) displayed some strength for the
figural group.

4g

5. Interpretations

(a) "Ih general, findings.indicate (although not, conclusivelyr
that for studentd/of approximately 15 years of age, especially
males, a figural'instructional mode is preferable to a syMbolic

mode" (p. 268),

(h) "Although it appears. that ,different verbal aptitutes are need-
ed to learn from figural and OmboliC instructional materials,
the authors hesitate.to draw definitivniconclusions based up-
on the results'ef this study" (p. 269).

t

(c) It is possible to some extent to "design instructional programs
to suit the leat,ner's menle/ aptitUdes" (p. 269),, as the'DOS\

results suggest. However, not all the predictors behave'as
they should. '4z,

,

(d) DFS should be considered as a pred,rtor of achievement with

similar.material.s.
.

. .
,

. Oft.
_

(e) Experimenter - designed aptitude measures segm 5o be 'required;

difficulties of the ,usual "pa?aliel",measurefof aptitudes
vere'qUite different .in this study; A. -

4,
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1f)4.Future ATI studies should considerl!the information processing

. mode okAhe subject.
*

#

, :

1. ,
,

Critical Commentary

(a) It is a relief to an abstractor td find an article that is
clearly written and reported in such detZil that a reader. a

has a very good idea of what the.study involved. Thank yoll,

authors.' Nonetheless, an excerpt,of the instructional materi-

. als and,sampledtest items would have added even more to the

report's understandability. Post-test measures of 50-60%

make one wish -to see the items. The length of the article

probably resulted in the omission of the correlation co-
efficients of the measures, something of interest to ATI

and Sf' devotees.

(b) Some other randomization procedure could'surely'have re-

sultea in a better split than the 87 -73 -one obtained in

the study.

(c) The authors "were honest in admitting that unfortunately
the aptitude tests were given after the treatments (due

to school Constraints). From a grict design viewpoint,
this disaster gives' defensible grounds to anyone who
chobses to reject the study's assertions about using-the
measures a§ predictors.

(d) Authors de not always write as though they understandthe
statistical analyses they are using; these authors did.
Especially noteworthy is th?attention they gave to the
assumptions for\ statistical tests (not all of which were

met). On the other, hand, they seemed t'o ignore the ques-
tionable practice of isolating single variables fh a con-
text rich in other, possibly confounding,information.
After all, quite different hyperi-planes might give similar
projections onto a single dependent variable-aptitude
measure plane. The authors can hardly be faulted for
(apparently) giving attention only to models linear in the
variables since this practice is so common; yet, one would
-hope to find at least minor explorations of other models'.

One last point, on the analyses: rather than the separate
2-way analyses of mode' vs sex and mode vs preferred mode,
would not,a 3-way analysis--perhaps even multivariate--of
modevs sex vs preferred mode have beeh more 4nstfuctive?
And, why were there only "figural" and "symbolic" categories

of preferred mode? Would a "no- preference" category as, a

hird level have made the definition of-the other two date-
gories-questisnable?

3



(e) Whither ATI research? Let us re-hash some of the concerns
prov4ked by ATI results. Can treatments be designed which
dg involve different levels of aptitudes strongly enough
so as to be difftrentialiy effective?' Arethe aptitude w

measures sensitive enough? Perhaps we should do teach-test
versions of determining aptitudes instead. This study says,

"Yes, perhaps." Some investigators refuse to admit that

aptitudes are immutable. Hence, even if we coutd,design
such treatments and measurq, aptitudes, should we play to a
student's strength and allow important but weaker areas of
cognitive functioning to atrophy or remain undeVeloped?

t.
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A STUDY OF PUPILS' PROOF-EXPLANATIONS IN MATHEMATICAL SITUATIONS. Bell,

A.W. Educational Studies in Mathematics, v7 n172,-pp23-40,./Jul)(1976.*
. . A:.

(
1

Expanded AbstrAct and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Jeremy
Kilpatrick, University of Georgia.

1'. Purpose

The study was undertaken "to
proofs and explanations in simple
in what ways they differ from the
and thus to derive guidance about
went in this area." (p. 23)

2. Rationale

an4lyze pupils' attempts tp constrAct
mathematical situations, to observe
mature mathematician's use of proof,
how,best to fdster pupils' develop-

*. Tif
106

The widest variati4 across co tries in mathematics teaching is
probably in their 'approaches to pr f. This variation is based on a
tension between recognizing that d ductionplays an essential role in
mathematics and acknowledging th;f usually only the. most capable-pupils
understand deduction, Bell argues that propf grows out of the (grad-
'ually externalized) testing that aecompanies the development of general-

izatiogs. An awareness orthe public star of ok knowledge and the value

of public verification is necessary if pupfls are to appreciate the
purpose of formal proof, and cooperative research activity by the class
is probably the best' mechanism to develop suck an awareness. Knowing
characteristics Of pupils' proof-explanations may be helpful .to instruc-

tion.

In an earlier work Bell identified stages in pupils' understanding
of deductive proof. In the present study he used a greater variety of
problems and made a deeper analysis of responses.

3. Research Design and Procedure
I

Ten numerical, and geometrical problems requiring the explanation
and justification of a tengralization were given to 30-40 fourth-form
pupils (aged 14-8 to 15-8) of all levels of ability selected from one
..grammar,and two comprehensive schools. The article deals primarily
with pupils',responses to t'4o problems: One and the NSxt (in which the
.pupil must explain, for numbers up to 15, why just one of two consecu-
tive numbers and their sum is a multiple of three) and Triangles (in
whith the pupil must generate the complete set of egailateralkariangs
whose vertices lie on a given equilateral triangle) with additional

* This report is apparently based on Chapter 9 of Bell's doctoral thesis,
"The Learning of General MatherRatical Strategies". (University of. ,

Nottingham, 19716) .

5
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illustrations from Add and lake (in which the pupil must explain why, if
an arbitrary number between 1 and 10 is added 65 ana subtracted from
the sum of the resulting ywo numbers is always the same). The procedu)
for obtaining "scripts" from the pupils is not explained in the'article,
bup the doctoral dissertation indlcates that the problems were put into
pairs in half-hour tests, with pupils writing out their responses.

Each script was assigned to a category depending on the pupil's pre-
dominant-approach to the problem. The six "empirical" categories ranged
from the failure to generate correct examples or to comply with the
given conditions through the checking of a full, finite set of cases.
The seven "deductive" categories ranged froMthe failure to use correct
examples to test the general statement through a complete and connected
argument from data and accepted facts or principles to the conclusion.
Thirty-two scripts for each of the two primary problems were also cate-
gorized by a second person; only two scripts required feclassiflcation
by_mutual agreement. .t4en scripts originally classified at the bottom
of the "empirical" hierarchy because of failure to comply with the prob-
lem's conditions were re-categorized, if possible,.by accepting the
pupil's interpretation of the problem and then classifying the approach.

,4. Findings .

) 4. .
± .

The peAlentage of the 32 pupils whose script fell into each cate-
.

0 g. gory is given for the two main problems. An appendix contains three

..., sample scripts for Triangles, two sample scripts fdt. One andthd Next',

and one for Add and-Take. (Excerpts from these and other scripts were
used to illustrate the,meaning of the various categories.)

I

't

One and ,the Next was a hard'problem for the pupils: 48% (actually

50%) failed to interpret the problem correctly, 9% asserted the general-
ization on the basig of a few cases, 19% correctly checIted all 14 cases,
and the remaining 31% made some'incomplete'attempt at a deduction.
he percents add to more than 100; an unexplained inconsistency between
a sample size of'35 in t'he dissertation and 32 in the article appears to
account for.the excess.). Triangles wa4 also a hard problem: 9% mistook
"equilateral" for "congruent", 28% generated triangles whose vertices
were not on the given triangle, and only one pupil's response reached
the level of incomplete explanation.

5. Interpretations

Bell argues that m4 Ay of-the pupils' failures arose from'their in-
ability to coordinate all of the data in the.problem. The complexity of

the problems appeared to overload their information-processing capacity.
Bell suggests that experience with problems of the ,soreitused in the study
together with POlya's hints for understanding a problem may be a means
of countering'the effects of problem complexity. He also 'mentions a need

''',*to make pupils more aware of the usefulness of algebraic approaches in

6
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I

number-situations, of a systematic ordering of examples,, and of repeated

T;i

attempts to take fresh poi s of-view. Conscious attention to strategies
kancj discussion of the nat4 e of proof-explanations are hypothesized Ito
";be effective iii improving the abilities to 6neralize and prove.

Critical Commentary

Bell is to be commended for his penetrating analysis of some.of. the
difficulties'pupias have in formulating and verifying mathematical gener-
alizat4ons. .,He has made a good stab at erecting_an analytic frameWork,

\ but the category scheme'appears to be ad hoc. Differences betwe'en pro -

\, blems and between the dissertation and the article.in the categories used
suggest instability in the scheme; it should te tried with fresh sets of

,prdblems and pupil's..

The argument.lor problem complexity as a critical factor in failure
to provide adequate proof-explanations-would have been strengthened by
evidence that pupils could offer such explanations when problems were
not so 1tomplex. 'Although the dissertation does not present suchievideAce,
it does .provide a fuller, and a more, convincing, analysis tIan 'fhe arti-

ple does.

4
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THE INTERPRETATIONS OF'. STATEMENTS IN "STAVARD.L6G1cAL FORM BY' PRESERVICE

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS. Damarin, S: K. Jouthal''..tyr,Research inoMathematics

Education, v8 n2, pp123 -131, March.p7rt .

Expanded Abdtractand Analysis Prepared tspeciAllyjsii I.M.E. by Lars ,

C. Jansson, University pf MAnitobao. 4 r'

1. Purpose

.

The major purpose of the study was to aetermine.0e eAftpii. Vd _
which preservice elementary teachers use mathematical logic 4in their
Interpretation, of mathematical statements in standard Iogiegl form: A

secondary purpose was to investigate which'ehanges in the truth values
/of component simple statements would be made by subjects when asked to
alter the situatidns so as-'to changethe truth lialue of a compound state-,

.

ment.

2. Ration ale
IP`t.

The importance.af'logical reasoning, not only as a loN%-term.'
goal, but as a tool for learning an4.4oing elementary mathematics,'
appears to be increasing wjth the current emphasis on probleth solvieg.
Earlier studies established that creservice elementary teachers experi-,
ence difficulty in handling logical connectives. The present study re=
lates its findings to ev...14er studies in a number of ways. Among these

ways are (1) exploringera new type of logical task, and (2) restricting
itself to content ill the domain of mathematics. The-lattei was done
in a way 'so as 'to be independent of prior mathematic41 knowledge. Withl-

Pft this content domain several hypotheSes of previous-researchers re-
garding similarities in the handling of conjunction', conditional, and
biconditiyinal are examined. *)

3. Research Design and Procedure .

A 32-item "Truth Value Inventory" (TVI) was administered,to 70 -

preservice e1rnentary teachefs. A three-factor ANOVA wat used,tO analyze,
connectives (four levels: .conjunction, disfunceiln, condiiionsr, bi-
Conditional), truth. values (four. levels: TT, TF, FT, FF)0 and subjects
(70 replications)A A sample item pair, is given ip Figu4g 1. In this

instrument, each item consists of twoparts. If tzth value is considered
as a function, then standard' inference task are ofdpere forms where C
is any logical connective: TV(pCa) = given,arld, say TV(2).= given,.
TV(p) = ? Using Ohs ..symbolism, the first part of each item may be

phrased:

I

TV(p,) = gerien

TV(9) = given
TV(p.C.q) = ?

ff o



.

.and the second' part:, TV(eq.) =-given '\

select: TV(p), Tks).

46:

. ,

Respqnses to trite-false,pirtsof items were scored.as: true = 5,,
,emit ='2, false = 1. Tie' four connectives and four- truth-value leyels
givea 4x4 matrix of items and each type was duplicated to make up the
instrument. Pairwise comparigon of means was carried out by Tukey's.
bsd-method.

4

-

r

%

The four sytements,on this page Defer to these sets:

Set A ' Set B

(T if true; F if false). Then circle the objects you
Read each statement, carefully; then circle its truth

would move to the other set in order to change the truth val,ue
pf the statement. kemember to move as. few as you can and sti
change the truth value!

. Op

1. If is in set A then 4311s,in set B.

Move .-.).19 A0,

figure 1

`2 is in set A and ,41 is in set BO

Move: i
t.

T F

F

Abbreviated dlrectiondband sample items from Truth ValUe

Inventory, From Journal for Revarch in Mathematics
Education,, March 1977, p: 125. .

Respdhhes to the seohdiparts of items: dr "movesu.were scored
according to' the system: 0 = nall move made,.1,='move'only the object

. An ,tht first simple statement; 2.= move only. he object in the second
atii0Ie statement; 3 = st3 ve bOth objects mentioned in the compound
statement; 4 any deviation-from the above.. These-scores'were com-
binel with true-false scoreto yield a 15-point nominal scale.
Frequeficy drstributiohs'weie compUted for each item. Examination of
these diarributlbris suggested post hoc hypotheses that were tested by

.. 9 .1 3



.-,the chi - square statistic. Presumably the ANOVA is calculated on the basis

thethe first (true-false) scores only.

4
.

Findinas,.
0

,..4*

le,
e.

-s*,...../

Sixteen tetraAric correlations were,computed and found to be

acceptable as measure of item -pair reliaDility. The ANOVA indicated

that (1) the oportion of compound statements declared to be true varies

AS a functiOn of thlOcOnnedtive, and (2) theproportion of compound state-
ments declared to be truth values,as a function $f the combination of

truth valuep-of the cvstituent:parts. When comparisons are made among
connectives with truth values.held constant`, there is only one case (false-
false) for which'the conjunction differs from the biconditional, andin :

no case does the conditional differ from"either the conjunctive or the

biconditional. The disjunction differs from 'all other forms in the ,true-

'' .' false and false -true cases, and from the biconditional when both simple

'statements are false.

Similarly, when,comparisons are made among input truth valves with
connectives held constant, there Is no significant differeve between
true-false and false -true statements. For conjunctions there is no
difference between. false-false and f4se-true or true- false; for impli-
cations false-true and false-false are not significantly different.

Wit' respect to the second part. of each item, the following
hypotheses were retained:

(1) The- "move" part Of an item All'be omitted more often_
when the statement is declaied true than when it is
declared false,

(2) In balanced statemenis.conjunctions, disjunctions, and
biconditionals with both parts true or both parts false),

the move made will involve the second simple statement
more often than the first.

J

Of theopis4iOns, --63% Were in true-true situations.. Omissions were

'disiribut-04-4rOpximately equallpAcet connectives.
ries

Interpretations

Confirming,qarl ier studies, a major finding of this investigation'

was that the subject tended to treat conjunctive, conditional, and bi-
conditional statements in the same way, declaring then to be true only
iftoth parts were true. Roughly half of the populgtion also treated

disjunction in this manner.
7

The pattern of omissions inikthe move portion of the item may be
either a hesitancy to select from among several responses or it could

. .

14
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result from subject's' uncertainty as to whether the falsity of one simple
, statement suffices to make the compound statement false. This calls for ,'

further investigation. It is hypothesized that (1) preservice teachers
seem to be more confident when adjusting situations to make false state-
ments true than when making true statements false, and (2) the second
statement in a ,compound sentence seems to have a greater effect on sub-
ject behavior thaiithe first.

Critical Commentary

(1) The sample items presented appear to this reviewer, in their
two. parts, to be valid exemplars, of they two types of logical tasks under.
study. However, no information on test validity is provided and one
could debate the validity of the second part of the item. The request
to move an.object from one, set to another is not the same as selecting
TV(p) and TV(q). The tasks are more complex than this./ Nevertheless,
this Is an excellent try at a different problem.

(2) The report of the seudy is unclear as,to how the instrument
scoring system (see #3 above) is used in relation to the hypothesis
and the analyses. The former deal with-proportions and the latter with
a continuous score. Although there are equal-numbersiof items in each
T-F category, item scoringinrelation to these,is not stated. Similarly,
the use of the 15-point nominal scale is not explicated. Replication
would be difficult at best without more information.

(3) The effort here to deal With logical operators in a subject
,

matter context is to be commended, although some may question the
mathematical nature of the test items. The standard inference items
might also be tested within mathematical content.

The problem of content eesting,is a difficult oue. It ia, I
think, generally agree0 that.logical processes do not operate in a
vacuum, that is, they 'ojitrate on particular content. The difficulty
is thus in dealing with'content that is independent of prior student
experience. There is real payoff here for curriculum development in

'knowing how subjects interpret logical operators within the domain of
mathematics.

INN
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BEGLEREVISITED:- TEACHER KNOWLEDGE..AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT IN ALGEBRA:
Eisenberg, Theodore A. ,2durnal for Research In' MathemeticssEducation;.

v8 n3, pp216-222, May 1977'.
J.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Mary Grace
Kantowski,'Universitysf Florida.

1. Purpose

This study is a replication of the Begle (19W study to determine if
a significant positive correlation exists between teacher knowledge and
student performance in Algebra I.-

2. Rationale 4,
. 4

.

...AL
The author notes a selection bias in the Begle study: -492 teaches

began the study, but the sample was reduced to 308 b' the conclusion of the
study. Moreover, the author notes the motivation fa for involved since all

a teachers who took part in the Begle investigation were volunteers from
among participants ik

W
National Science Foundation Institutes,

.. .

Since "teacher training programs are built on .the assumption that
teachers do influence student learning," the author hypothesized that the
selection bias in the Begle study tould have affected thlp results. Thus,
the decision Was made, to replicate the, study with an. "unbiased" sample.

Research Design and Procedure 1

Of the 52 teachers in junior high schools in Coluffibus, Ohio offering
Algebra I, 42 teachers whose schools were willing to participate were asked
to take,part in, the study. Twentyeight teachers participated. Twenty-,
fiye finished the study.e

/

Each teacher took the Algebra.Inventory ForMTIS examina tion (Begle,' -'

1972). Two author-constructed logic tests and the Mathematics Inventory I
Examination (Begle, 1972) were administered to_Agebra I students of these
teachers in the fall. During the winter other daV (e,g.,' grades, aptitude, -
measures) Were gathered from student tiles. The Mathematits Inventory III
and IV (Begle, 1972) were administered to the students in the si'ring.
RsodSsibn equations were then used to predict expectedMathemaxibs

1 and Mathematics Inventory IV scores for the students of each teacher.
Effects of teacher with respect to algebraiLconcepts and algOraib skills
and correlations between teacher effects and tapher variabliks' were computed.
Student scores of "Begle teachers" and of "Columbus teachers" were compared '

for Mathemati.6s Inventories I, III, and IV.

4. -Findings
4

The "best" eight variable models for predicting algebraic. skills arict1
algebraic concepts were listed. Among the best prgdictors of algebraic
skills were grade earned in the last'English.course and Several measures of

12 1:6
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academic aptitude using the Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude (SFTAA)
and the California Cdmprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CCTBS) scales.
Among the best predictors of Algebraic concepts were tegle's Mathematics
Inventory I, grade earned in'last mathematics course, the SFTAA non-
language scale and three CCTBC mathematics scales.

There were no significant correlations between the teacher variables s'
and effect of teacher on algebraic skillp or algebraic concepts on the part_
of ehe Students..

Critical Commentary

(1) The author seems to have encountered difficulties similar to
those faced.by Begle in the sample selection. Of the 52:Algebra I teachers,
the. final results used 'only-.25--fewer than half. The qUestion arises whe-
ther the.author was, in fact, able to accomplish what he intended to do
with similar sampling difficulties. In,fact, the prqblem was more pronounced
with a smaller sample.

(2) The purpose of the authoi-constructed test was not clear.

(3) It-is not clear why, in comparing student scores of "Begle
teachersto "Columbus teachers'," only 13 teachers were selected for compari-
son using Inventory :III and only,10, selected for comparison using Inventory
IV, since,the,enfire sample of Columbus students wasused for comparing
student scores on InventOry I. Moreover, the scores of the three teachers
who dropped out of the study were-used in the comparison using Inventory I.

-

Why? . - d.
.(4) In looking at the "best predictors" fgr success in algebraic-

skills, onlyone mathematics-related variable (CCTBS arithmetic concepts)
appeared,in the eight-variable model. Howevet; among the "best predictors"
for algebraic concepts, five of the eight,variables in the eight-variable
model--including Mathematics` Inventory I and "grade earned in last mathe-
matics class"--were good predictors. This observation raises. interesting
questions overlooked by the author.

Reference
4444t4:'

Begle, E. G. Teacher Knowledge and Studentlkichievement in Algebra. smsd
geports, No. 9: Stanford:"School MatOEMaties.Study GTp, 1972.
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THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED ON THE KEY MATH DIAGNOSTIC
ARI1HMETTC TEST, Goodstein, H. A.; And Ottiers. Journal of Special Education,
v10 nl, pp61-70, Spring 1976.

. Expanded Abstract and 4nalysis Piepared Especially for I.M.E. by Carol A.
Thornton, Illinois State University.

.

1. Pur ose

To determine, for an EMR population:

(a) The accuracy of the scaling Of Key Math subtest /items.

(b)' The relationship of item petormance to subtest an4 total test..

performance.
.

.

(c). Whether subtest scores represent unique dimentionfOl total test
performance.' -

(d) Wh ether a relatively flat profile of performanCe over the 14
subtests is obtained.

'Ce) Whether children at "sucbeedingly older ages perform at
approximately grade equivalent expectancies (based on M.A. rather
ehan

2: Ratidnale
4

.

t
.

.

Although the ,pool of items originally generated for Key Math was drawn
from.,studies of educable mentally retarded children, final,test items were
normed on, populations 4of regular class students. Jones '(1973) pointdtstut '
,the limitation of using norm-refeTenced tests with exceptional populations'
when the norms are not specifically-developed for those populationec. Since
°Key Math is used ih the assessment of EMR children, it is necessary and
useful, to generate additional data on the Performance of an EMR population
on Key Math.

. .. ,

.

l'?

"

Researchtesir and Procedure
,."'

The-227ssubjects for this.study were 'randomly selected ,from self-
contained EMR Classrooms in 'two geotraphically different school. districts..

The sample was drown from a 00pulatton .in which the mean'IO was 65.8
MEG _,8.9); the mean'chdhological Age" was 11 years 4 months (S.D. = 5 years
1 eahI; and the mean mental agd nas17:years,6 months (S.D. = 4 years

.0 months). By pooling childr4n whose grade expectancies' (based on: M.A.) ,
fell within a.range defined by grade level + 0.5,the sample was partitioned
In the following' manner:

rr-
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Subgroup. N Grade Level Expectancy

,a 40 0.0 -(M.A. < 5' Years 6 months)

1111..b.
,43 ., between 0.5 and 4.5

' .
s ...2. ..% .

C 50 between 1.5 2.5. ..
e. .z.

' d ... 3E' ` between 2.5 and 3.5
r, , .

e . , : . 30 -. between 3.5 and 40,51
e

.1

a fr 19. between 4.5 and 5.5
) . .

.
ti

r:

The Key Mathstiagnot tic 'Ariaimetic TAstwasindividually, adminfstered
to each subject by trained, graduate stuylenitssandpaitP-professional4; The : .
Key 14ath manual directions were strictly' lolloweii,ao testing'In each of . .

the 14 aubteat areas was teirminated when' thrtee. items in, suc6estionwere-
missed' by a subject. ,. --ii.... .. Y,. a , % 1 ,., ,L,

.1 , , , ... , .
ail, .

The accuracy of the present sealIN`o-f,itekwtthiri "subtdsts...fer rile
EMR populatiork it.fas ascertained by calculalirig the- percenpaga of ,t1-ie 2'27*...
children passing extch item,and subsequently_ exarttn.ing t ose -distribtitfons,':.
of items which were at :least S ,percentage po.iritt ;tort d ' fi,c-ult% thin the
next em on the subtest .4 Biserial cortaradtilin analysis, was 6sed ,to a'sss,,,s.a;
the 'relationship df item lierforniahoe.±o suiitekt And totalt't-est-.perforvincez.. ,-
To determine whether .subtvitscoresr.ePresented liniqUe'dimenslons of total,' /
test performance, spbtest scores of the 424 ch..ildren. wer,g, then fir4or-.. -, ..:,,
analyzed using principle components tlhe -;kiar.i."mt `rlatatiohAeiChnique. ' ;." . IF'

The mean performances of each subgroup. cip each of the. 14 subreststizel al.gd,
calculated-and the ,pnbfile was 'plotted against the. *rade ,leve eixpectanty ') e
for each subgeoup.. Frofile,.trenda irat-1-1a,r, that} fo. 1;statirtica1,tests . ri':

. .4 -were used to determine whether' EMR children -at .udc daingly ,older giges.v ..
perforthed.at approximate -grade equilvalent eyepectkutida .i(based on, M.A. : 0'

.rather than c.A.). . ,' .,
,, , , . .

, .
... . ,

, , - 0

.. - ' Z*, - ,,,
'. 1, , . .,

4. Findings
--, .1.

. -.
...

The analysis oiAsubtest items revealed that,; for the'EMli,p'opulatiph .., ,

sampled, itemi were qpite accyrately' scaled i,n order, 'pf.inCteasing 'ditifieulty.
Only 13 out of 209 items were "out of seqpence:',The-Geomerryand' Sygibb1s

, . .
and Tim subtests had ism diffi.culty'sequences most at variance with

P' .published norms... (

6,
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Sub test

Geometry -and Symbols

Item Numbers

----=more'difficult

,-

.7

14

12

15

.3

'Numeration 7 9 .

Numerical Reaspning 4 5

Word Problems 6 7

Meeourewnt 6

,12

Time , 3

6

7.

/13

.13 and 14

4

7 and 8

15

This analysitello revealed that, in terms of item 8ifficult/ for the
.simple,'We gaps often appeared between items or clustes of items within,

. tsubtesti. On- Numeration 587 of the chtlgren.passed item 13, but only 21%
passed item 14. On Fractions 60% passed item 2, but only 14%!passed/item 3.
Geometry and'Symhals had a gap of 28.percentage:points between items,ill
and 13. Division had a gap 9(111 percentage pointa'between ftems 2 and 3,
and oney had a.39 percentage point gap.between,items 4 and 5.

'

Biserisi correlational analysis indicated that, with three exceptions,
all items that did not foil into marginal areas of difficUlty contributed
positively t he composition of the individual subtest scores'anat the total
ftest score. Significant factorial validity was found for the claim of,
uniqueness of the 14 Key,,,Math subtests (each being identified by a different
Oubtest loading in excess of 4-.60. .loweVe, only limited validity could'
be, found for the grouping" of subtests by areas.

-

k
. Subtest'profiles revealed a relatively', flat pattern of sligHt,under-
r-, achievement across the filpsubtetts, with twoexceptions. Performance on
1 the Missing Elements subtest was markedly below that on other suEtests fot

the subgroups (wfththe exception of subgroup e, where performance was still
below expectancy and among the pOdrest): The Monqx-subtest performance was
consistently above grade level expectancy (with the exdepton of subgroup f,
where a score of 4.8 was achieved).* For all subgroups, performance on the
Money subtest wathigher than that on'any other subtest. The one outstanding
trend revealed by the graphs of .the six subgroups across the14 subtests is

14, ' the incremetal deficit in performance (relative to grade -level expectancy)
of children at succeedingly oldef ages.

. 16
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5. Interpretations'
(

(4) Since Keythath subtext items were not randomly administered
and not all'items'were given to all chijdren,"the data
generated cannet be,interpreted as a "renorming" of Key Math.

(b) 'Discrepancies in item difficulty sequencing 'suggest that an
examiner of EMR children may want to proceed to the -next item
when a ceiling'has been established for a child on ati item

'which, across a °representative population,thas been demon-
Strated to be difficult than the succeeding item.

-e(c) 'While the difficulty level of the basal 4_tems on most sub-
testsaisfacceptable for EMR children (exceptionsbeing Multi-

,
plicaTion and Elements) the children etend to reach
the ceiling mor rapidly. A lack of Stems in the mid-range
of the tests prevents the fullest use of the data to provide
diagnostic information that will effect programming decisions
'for EMR children. For this same reason the instrument tends
to lose power to discriminate achievement change (which pro-
ceeds at a slower rate) for EMR children.

%.

(d) Prbfile,deviat4ons above grade-level expectancy performance
for.many EMR children on the Money subtest seems to be directly
related to the emphasis placed on teaching money in EMR class-,

rooms. The.marked underachievement of the children on Missing
Elements can be traced directly'to the lack ofadequate basal
items.

(e) The pattern of slowed growth by succeedingly older subgroups_
of children in this population (represented in the limited gain'
both in grade level equivalents of the raw scores of the
children on most subtests$4ter expected grade level 3.0 and

:the limited number of items mastered by 507: of the subgroup
children afteL that expected iiade level) follows the pattern '.

detected by Burrow (1969) in a study of reading and listening
comprOension. among EMR children at succeedingly older age levels.

^,

Critical Commentary

,This status study was well designed and executed to address a matter
of practical significance to special educators. The dIfficulties.pinpointed
by the researchers in the use o£ Key Math with EMR groups are characteristic
of any norm- referenced instrument developed and nOmed on a population of
children whose rate\and range of-achievement exceeds that of exceptional
learners.

- I

1 Two areas of further exploration are suggested to the abstractor
by 'the present study:

(1) Developmental work in constructing a more viable diagnostic
. -

6
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instrument for exceptional subpopulations might well begin
bydesigning items of appropriate difficulty to fill the
gaps between items and item clusters identifiedion subscales

oby Goodstein'and his colleagues.
,

(2). 'Further examination of age trends vs. giade.level expectancy
inrofile analyses with larger, carefully selected samples
may be a fruitful area of inquiry. It is not clear t what
extent the incremental deficit in performance by olde Igroups
of children should be attributed to mental deficienci 1, to
the effects of teacher expectancies, to ,curricular offerings
and, instructional practices, or to the .role of early failure
experiences.

4 . '

Within the limits set out by the researchers, the presenestudy
itself was clearly reported. Only a slight ambiguity was noted in the
-overall N of 227 when tallied against the total'of 220 )n the cdnposite

subgroup.

References

BurraW, W. Listening and Reading Comprehension to apeciaass Educable
Mentally Handicapped Children at Selected DevelopmentaliLevels.
Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University ok,Connecticut, 1969.

Jones, R.L. Accountability in Special Education; Some Problems,
Exceptional Children, v39, pp631-642, 1973.
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STUDENTS' INTERESTSIN PARTIdULAR MATHEMATICS TOPICS. Hogall, Thomas P.

Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n2, pp115-122, March

1977. I
' .

* 1)

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Preparled Especially for I.M.E. by James
M. Sherrill, University of British Columbia.

. \

Purpose

.to identify t e'degree of self-expressed student interest in
a'great variety of par ular mathematics topics and to determine changes
in these interests across grade levels." -

2. Rational

. .

Measurement of academic interests in.the past has tendeAO concen -' '

trate on global statements about school subjects. Such measurement yiel-.
dea information about specific likes and dislikes within a subjeik
area--in rmation that is critical for understanding .children and for

suggesting more fruitful research. 1

Aiken, in'his review of research on attitudes toward mathematics,
concluded "...that the concept of a general attitude toward mathematics
should be supplemented withthat of attitudes toward More specific as-
pects of mathematics...".

3. Research. Design and Procedure

The Survey of School Attitudes (SSA) was administered to 13,401
students, in 12 school systems. in 10 states. Each of the two levels'
,(Primary: grades 1-4 and Intermediate: grades 4-8) and t'Wo forms (A
' and B) of the SSA had 18 mathematics items. _E.ach item consisted of
a picture and a verbal,atatement about the picture. For example, the
item might have shown a set of geometric_ figures, and tilt' student re-
sponded to the 'question "Do you like to work with figures?" The stu-

dents marked each item on a three-point scale: like, indifferent, dis-
like. The items were then distributed acco ding to the pettentages of
students marking the "like" response for eac item.

Each of the'primar items was compared according to its ranking by
grades 1-2 and grades -4. An analogous comparison was made of the rank-
ing of the intermediate items between grades 5-6 and grades 7-8. The
items were then distributed according to the change inathe percentages
of students marking the "like" responses.

I
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4. Fihdings

In the lower mdes, the average percentage-liking figure for all
item* combined was 58%. However,] or individual items, considerable
diversity was rifted; the percentage-liking figures ranged from approx-
imately 40% to 80%. The most favored topics included mot pf the meas-
urement items; several basic numeration topics, and story problems.
Among the least favored topics, the geometry items stand out. Items on
sets and number sentences also tended to be low.

At the upper grades, the average percentage-liking data for all
, items combined was slightly under 40%. As with the primary level, the
variation on the items was considerable, ranging from about 26% to 60%.

The most favored, items-for the upper grades were a variety of com-
putation items. It is hard.to categorize the least- favored items; no
one group of items was ranked low relative. to the group of students.
However, 9f the 36 items on the two forms for the intermediate group,
only 4 Items had a percentage-liking figure over 50%.

In the lower grades, there was an increase in liking for doing addl-
.." tion problems and virtually no decrease in liking for doing subtraction

'problems. Many of the favored items in numeration tended to remain fair-
ly stable, On the other .hand, Leading the decline in interest are two
types of items that were among the least favored on the whole: geometry
and Sets. Some, but not all, of the measurement items showed appreciable
declines.

In the Upper'grades, working with graphs and some computation items
showed little loss or even slight gainA in degree of student interest.
Leading the decline in interest wert items in geometry, word problems
and a variety of numeration items.

5. Interpretations

The average percentage -li ing figure for all items in the lower grades,
(58%) indicates "a generally fikorable attitude toward mathematics topics."

A

At the upper grades, the average percentage-liking,figure,for all,
items combined uias slightly under 40%. The author points out, however;
that "It should be recalled that students responded on a three-point

. scale: like, indifferent, or dislike. Thus, the fact that 407 of the
students reported liking a topic does not mean that 60% dislikedit.
In fact, the average response to the mathematics topics at the intermedi-
ate level was on the positive side, although the responses are clearly
less fnvprable than at the.primary level."

The data on canges in interest in particular mathematics topics
m:confirthe notion that as students move through school, they develop

less favorable attitudes toward mathematics. However, data presented

20
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in Table 4 (p. 119) indicate that.(a) this is not universally true and
(b) there 1.s considerable diversity in the degree of'change with respect
to different mathematical topics.

.

The author also stated that "An interesting hypothesis suggested by ,

the data is that the harder the content of an item is perceived to be,
the less students will like it."

rim: a practical viewpoint, two implications should be apparent.
First, teachers should be made awareoof the differential interest values
of varous mathematical topics. Second, the differential patterns.of
change in liking for certain topics across grade ievels Suggest that.
program evaluations that incorporate assessment of attitudinal variables
may be Improved by analyzing changes in attitude toward specific mathe-
matics tropics.

Tip major research questions were generated:

(p What factors might account for, or at least be associated'
with, the differences in attitude toward particula'r topics?

(2) What factors cause or are associated with the differential
changes in attitude toward specific topics?

Critical Commentary

First, a technical flaw in the article: item 66 is not ranked in
Ta le 2, form A, pfimary. .

4 .

Slfond, a very general comment: I am very pleased to see anartik
o this type appear in the JRME. The article had no statistical ana-

ses. The data are simply presel4ed, Statements are made aboul the
d ta, and suggested research is likted. The article is one to genera e

ems of interest for further research. It is a worthwhile areicle fqr
the'direction it gives to future research.

Of course, wit) put the statistical analyses for support, one must
be very careful about the interpretations one makes of the data. There

ve three interpretations thatmeed to be discussed.
. ,

(1) While the author said thit an average liking figure of '58%
indicated "a generally favorable attitude toward mathematics
topics", he concluded that an average liking figure of 40%
is not really unfavorable. He suggested that since there
were three categories (like, indifferent,'dislike) it was
possible.(though no data were given) that very few marked
"disliked" and it was certainly true that 607 did not mark
rdislike". He goes on to say, "In factp-the average re-
sponse...waS on the positive side..." If "indifferent"
is interpreted to be Oeither positive nor negative, then

21 03
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the results could bill; be interpreted as negative. The only
way I see that he could make such a:sntement is that he
interprgts "indifferent" as being, half positive and half. neg.-.

ative. .-

(2) He points out that there does.not seem'to,be a pattern for
the least-favored items at the intermediate level. He cited
as an--"example that one geometry item was quite,low 618 - 30%)
while another was relatively high (A18 - 48%). The reader
_should be cautioned about the importance of the word' "rela-
tively." On 'a form A. only one item is 'love 50%; *.e., none
of the items "do very well ".

(3) Hogan stated that "An interesting hypothesis suggested by
the data is that the harder the content of an item is per-
ceived to be, the less students will like it." The key word
in the quote is .perceived" and even the word must be inter-
preted.very carefully: ihe.students Oid not work addition
problems; rather, the students,wer,e1.0ked questions such as
"Do you like to work hard addPtlo problems?" Whether the
students were r6acting to the 'vcontent of the item" or to
tie description 'that the addition is hare is verydi4ficult
to determine. t,7

Hogan does a very good,lob 4, reporting a study that had ieCarefully
constrUctedsample and, although no statistical analyses are offelled,
the data direct us to more involved studied concerning the "whye'of the
patterns t*t:exist in the data. ....

...

.
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THE EFFECTS OF HISTORY OF.MATHEMATICS ON ATTITUDES TOWARD MATHEMATICS OF
COLLEGE ALGEBRA STU4NTS.- McBride, C*ei/7C.; Rollins, James H. ournal
-for Research in Mathematics Education,-v8nl, pp57-61, Januaiy 19

Expanded.Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by James
H.Vance, university of Victoria, Victdria, B.C.

1. Purpose

TO study the effectivenesi of incorporating items from the history
of mathematits into,classroot discussions of mathematical topics as a
technique for improvineattitudes toward mathematics of college' algebra ,

,

.students.
.

2. Rationale

ResearchdIndicates a -steady decline of st udent attitude's toward.mathe-

matics through the high school years (Begle, 1973). Thys the instructor
of first-year college mathematics has a particularly challenging task
in promoting positive attitudes_ toward the subject,

4-
Althou gh.there has bee considerable work done-in the area of atti-

tudes toward mathematics (Aiken, 1970), relatively little substantive
research investigating methods of improving student attitudes has been
reported. One-suggested technique for improving attitudes is that of

' incorporating items frdm the history of mathematics ipto classroom
.discussion of mathematical topics. While the idea has been endorsed by
the National Council'of Teachersof Mathematics acid classroom experience
with the method has been favoraldle (Jones, 1969), there is a iack'of
'empirical'eaddence'tglating to,kts effectiveness.

-

Procedure3% Research Design and Procedure

Thesubject s were students who enrolled in four sec ipns ofp college
algebra course at Louisiana Tech University for the 1972-73*winter quar-
ter. Two sections were designate as the test group and two as,thecon5
trol-group. Two instructors', selected on the basis of similarities.in
agePnd teaching experience,-..each taught one test class and ofiecoltrol

S class.. During registration, the subjects were randomly assigned to

, grouper. Astignment of teacheri t8.-trasses and the designation of type
Of "class.were determined by coin, toss. 4pnitiall wY 30 students ere en-,

4 foiled in each class, but ther ere only 67 who completed the course
and for whom bothivpreteit and po ttest.attitude scores were obtained-
(Table l) .1.-

- ?---Ir
,

.
. -.

. 4i: .. ,
,

,ii .4 . ...

:
,
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Table 1.

Class and Group Sizes

4

Teacher A Teacher B Total

Test Group 21 14 35 -

Control Group 17 '32

Total 38. 29 67

7i/enty-five items from the history.of mathematics, each taAng about
filie*nutes of class time, were used in the test classes with associated
topids in the:;,course. The course consisted of 75-minute classes meeting
three timesiper "weed for about 12 weeks. Approximately one item was used
per class meeting. A textbook devoid of historical content was usedin
all classes to guard againstcontamination.

The Revised Math Attitude Scale (Aiken,
with a range of 80 points, was administered
ning and at the end of the 12-week quarter.
was taken as the-difference between pretest

1972), alikert-typb scale
to all subjects at the begin-
A student"s attitude change,

and posttest scores.

doThe study involved a 2x2 treatment -by- teacher factorial experimental,
design. Analyiis of.coVariantei with initial attitude scores as the
-covariate, was "used -to test,forigIferences in attitude;changeldue to
treatment and teacher and for treatment- teacher interaction.

1!". a
`.

f4 Findings

4: Q.
The mean

Table 2.

It

attitude change vior each class and each,grirup is Shown\sib

Table 2

Me" Attitude Change for Classes and Groups

. d

Teacher A reacher B
4

Total

'Test Group - 2.7143

control Group
Total .0.7632

-1.5114 1.0600'
-.75333 -4.4063

The analyses of covariance revealed a significallt Oifference in

24 3
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attitude change due to treatment (p < .0156) and also to-teacher (p < .6162).
Neither analysis indicated a-significant treatmentteacher interaction
(p <

5. Interpretation.

The primary conclusion of the study was that the technique of using
items from the histgry of mathematics was effective as a means of pro
moting positive Attitudes toward mathematics for college algebra students.

AV
The in/esti-gators suggested two.ways such use of historical materials

might contribute toward the development of favorable attitudes: the
injection of human interest in the subject, through mention of ac vities
and beliefs of ftmous mathematicians containing tracesof humor and irony;

, (2) student ptrception of the use of the material as signifying interest
or enthusiasm on the part of the teacher. It was reported that both
teachers felt that the time involved in usifig the items was well spent:

Replication of the study at the high school and general mathematics
college levels was recommended.

Critical Commentary

Attitude studies such as this which investigate and seek to identify
-classroom techniques for improving student attitudes toward mathematics'
are to be commended. Perhaps the most valuable outcome of this study is
the set of historicalisitems, which, it would- appear, can be,used by ,4,7
instructors of similar,.courses without greakf_expense or preparation tint.,
to make their subject more interesting to teach as well as to learn. The

fact that the difference in attitude change between the test and control
groups was.statisticalay significant is perhaps a secondary reason for
recommending use of these or similar materials.

The statistical design confused this reader. The'hypotheses and
results (Table 2) are presented in terms of attitude change, while the
analysis of covariance testedthe differences between final, adjusted

°group scores--not change per se. A reference for this design would be
helpful; In any case, it is important to note (Table 2) thAt the differ*

ence between groups 'resulted more from a decline in attitude scoresof 0

the control group than from an improvement i attitude scores of the
tett group.

diow

As theOfivestigators pointed out, the high percentage of students
who did not complete the course is of Interest in thisistudy. A comb
parison of preattitude scores of these students and ofistudents.com-i
pleting the,cour,(might provide useful information.

' Other questions-arising from thetstudy Conceripthe relationship
pre and post attitude scores and,final course grade, and of attitude

29
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change and fihal grade." Another study mightl investigdte,whother the
use of the_historical itemsaffects course grades as well as
attitgdes.

I-
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THREE LEVELS OF kIFFICULTY IN%VERBALARITHAETIC PROBL
Educational Studresin Mathematics, v7, pp369-388, Dec

S. Nesher, Pearla.
tuber 1976.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared_ Especially for I.M45. by W.

"--''George Cathcart, University of Alberta.

1. . Purpose

The purpose of this study was
of steps (STEPS), the presence kof
INF.), and the presence of a verb
problem solving.

),

2. Rationale

to determine the effect of the number
uperfluous numerical information (SUP
cue (V.CUE) on,performance in verbal

A review of the literature indicated two approaches to problem
solving, the "translation " approach and the "structural variablej

approach. The latter appioach,-_advanFed by Suppes, Jerman, and others,

was adopted for this study. Some limitations of the translational
approach were advanced presumably as a rationale fOr adopting_the struc-
tural variables approach.,

4

3. Research Design and Procedure eel
4

Four story problems were chosen. Two of these involved 4&:intinudus

-material and partitive division and two involved discrete objects and

measurement. division.

Eight versions of each question were written to account for all
possible combinations of the independent variables:

X
1.

STEPS (1 or 2)

SUP.INF. (present or absent)X2:

X3: V.CUE

Other variables controlled included:

61) length of question

(ptesent or absent)..

(22 words in the original

Hebrew)

(2) required operation (division) :

(3) kind of story (4 stories in 2 categories)

(4) range of numbers (natural numbers < 100;
. 1-digit divisor, 2- digit

dividend). .

. 31
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.
- Seven null hypOttesenwere tested. These stated that them-waS'(dere)

tr.

no significant

(1) tifferences among four'. questions Led;

(2) 'difference between steps (1 or 2 steps);
,

(3) difference between the presence or absence of superfluous

information; ."

(4) difference between the presence or absence of it verbal cue;

(5) two-way interactions;

(8) three-way 19ractions; and
.

(7) differences among five sample schools in terms of the perform-

ancesqn the problems.

4

An eighth hypothesis speculated that the difficulty of the questions

'could be explained primarily by the, superfluous information variable,

then by the steps variable, and least effectively by the verbal cpe vari-

able: i

. -

,

The'sample- consisted of.8006 ubjects 13-15 years of age., One hun-
dred sixty subjects were sdlecte& from each of 5 junior high schools each

'with a "quite different population': Three schools were Jewish and two

were Arabic. .

.
'

'4. Eachrsubject was ,asked' to ariover 41y 4 of. the 32 problems used

The problems were presented so that each subject'-answered,a problem in- ,

voIving each of the.4 story settings with each problem representift-a

different combination of variabres X
1

',

X2'
and X3., ' :

A four-sway ANOVA was perforld using a 4(question) x 2(STEPS) x

2(SUP.INF.) x 20.7CuO design. Thereiwere 1200 problem_Solutions (800

subjects x 4 problemi) with 100 in each of the 32 _cells: The criterion

foi each problem wss simply whether or not the.final answer was correct.

'A Separate ohp-way ANOVA was used to. test Differences in means among

five schools and a classification analysis wal used to determine

the nroportion'of varianceexplainedby variables X
1,

X
2'.

and X
3

.

-

When no' significant differences were round among the 5 groUps, the

subjectsJwere pooled fbr.the otherStatistical analyses.

4. Findings

A'significant 3-way interaction was found inVolving QUESTION X STEPS

X SMP.INF. The primary source of the interaction was the combination

4,
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of question 2"(a division of cloth to make equivalent suits) x 1 step'x
presence of.siiperfluous information: '*

.

.
. . ja

-Significant main effects were found fort QUESTION, STEPS, AND SUP. , '

' INF. but not for V.CUE.
'

from the multiple-classificiat.(on analysis the largest proportion
of explained variance was attributable. to STEPSr followed by SUP. INF.,
and last* by V.CUE. The hypothesized order was SUP.INF.: STEPS, and a
V.CUE.

A 4t-

. Interpretations

The Investigator-concludes that more research is needed-into t e
relative contribution of the indepeildent variables.to the difficult of

problems. This .conclukOn was reached after a separate.stepwise 're-
gression analysi 'tended to support the hypothesized order of contribu;"-
tion whereas the original multiple classification analysis did not.

The study'provides for a contextual effect on problem solving due
to superfluous information and the investigator suggests that research
which treats this variable as lexical and structural may prove fruitful.

Question 2 behaved, quite differently from the other three questions
and'theinvestigator advances fof this.

. Critical Commentary

The topic chosen for investigation is certainly an important one.
Problem solving is a basic skill that teachers. have always ound difficult
to teach. However, this study does not advance our knowledge of either
the problem or its solution. We already kjow that two-step problems are
more difficult than one-step problems and that the presence of superfluous
information -makes problem solving more difficult for children. There was

no logical rationale give for conducting the study.

The criterion- iri.this study was simply the product. Would not re-
search. into the processes children use to soave problems be much more
helpful to teachers and researchers in mathematics education?

The researcher took considerable care to control some important
intervening variablest However, the research report lacked explicit

. information on some Oints that could affect the internal validity of
the study. For example, we are not told how the 5 schools were select-
ed nor how the 160'*ubjects,from each school were chosen. Also, no
information is given on how the data were collected. How were the pfoblems
presented,10 individuals or to whole classes? Were they presented in-
dividually on cards or were the four problems. given on a single sheet?

2i33
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1,. ,

Were the problems timed? Were all the data collected at the same time
i-day or did some subjects have a fatigue disadvantage? Furthermore;

no mention was made of IQ,-which is an important variable in problem-

solving success.
r

The ,reluctance of the researcher to accept teit results'of the

multiple classific4t±on analysis suggests a possible experimenter bias.

...*"

A.,
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THE OBJECTIVES FOR TEACHING MATHEMATICS IN THE JUNIOR'HIGH SCHOOL AS
PERCEIVD BY PARENTS, STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS.
Olson, A. T."; Freelqan, E, Alberta Journal of Educational Research,
v22 nl, pp52-58, March 1177.

-111111,--

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Thomas
E. Rowan, Montgomery County Public Schools.

1. Purpose.

, 41,

a . To examine the degree to which students, parents, teachers, and
college,mathematics educators agreed upon the objectives which are im-
portant in mathematics education at the junior high school level.

i. Rationale I.

A great deal has been said and written about goals and objectives
for mathematics programs during theIpaSt fifteen years. Most of these
statenduts have. come from mathematics educators. The question of dis-
crepAncies between the goals set by educators and those held by the
general'public will probably be of incfeasing interest as the trend to-
ward accountability and minimal competencies continues. This studyorCon-

siders whether the junior high school mathematics program is being pulled,
in many different directionshy the various groups involved.

3. Research Design and Procedure 4

A list of fifteen' objectives for the junior high'school mathematics
program was selected from the literature. They were written in broad
language, calling for value judgments by any reader. This list was given
to students, teachers, parents, and college mathematics educators. Each

respondent was asked to rank the objectives in order of importance. The
resultant rankings were analyzed to ddtermine between-group differences.

The study was conducted in three rural counties of Alberta, Canada.
It involved 426 ninth-grade student questionnaires, of which 80.5% were
returned; 420 parent questionnaires, with.57.6% returned; 39 junior high
school mathematics teacher questionnaires, 117.2% of which were returned;
and 9,college mathematics educator questionnaires,'with 88.9% returned.

-r

Consensus rankings ere'obtained by-slimming the ranks of eachob-
',jective within groups The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance W was
calculated for each roup to ascetairthat the summipg procedure had not
masked large within-group differences. The group results were compared
using'the Mann-Whitney U-test to determine significant differences on
specific objectives. Finally; the Contingency Coefficient C was com-
puted to determine-the-degree of association between the groups and the
rankings.

t.
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4. Findings

The consensus rankings by groups can be seen in Table 1..

TABLE' 1

CONSENSUS RANKINGS BY GROUPS

A

Objective Teachers'

Ranking

1. Fundamental processes 4

2. Mathematical concepts

3. Process skills

4. Problem Solving

5. Confidence ih ability

6. Mathematics in daily
life 5

7. Mathematics in science
and technology 10

a, Mathematics and the
physical world

4

2

1

3

6.5

9. Structure

10. Appreciation

11. Critical thinking

12. Mathematics a human
' activity 15

Creativity 13

14. Precise language and
-symbolism 12'

15. Enjoyment

11

8

14 -

6.5 '

.

Students'

Ranking
.

Parents'
Ranking

EdJatox5.1
Ranking ..

2

4

3

5

6

2

4 r

3,

5

5

7

2

1

3.5

5

1 1 "13

8 10 15

11 12 11

7 , 6-

10 9

9 7 14

14:5 15 12

lit 14 9

13 . 11' 10

14.5 13 3.5

N for educators = 8 N for parents. = 242
N for teachers = 36 N for students = 338

I
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Significant (p< .Q5) differences were found-for pair-wise compari-

sons between: college educators and teachers (objectives 6, 10J, teach-

,
ers and parents (objectives 1, 64 15), parents and students (objectives
3 and 13), parentS and college educators (Objectives 1, 6, 7, 15), and
teachers and students (gbjectives 2, 3, 4, 7). The Mann-Whitney U test

was the statistic used to determine these differences.

Finally, the Contingency Coefficient C wet computed for the groups

on each objective. Significance (p < .05) was found on six of the fif-

tdisiobjectives.

5. Interpretations

Students end parents seemed quite similar in their perceptions of
the objectives. .College mathematics educators wereappreciably different'

in their views. Junior high school teachers, were somewhere in between, .

probably closer to the students and parents than to the educators.

The procedure used 14 this study seems Potentially useful. With re-

gard to the objectives, it seems that substantive evidence has been intro-
duced in an area where opinion, bias,Intuitive notions, et cetera, gen-

erally ruled the day.

Critical Commentary

The importance which can be attached to differences between goals
ranked by students, parents, teachers, and college mathematics educatois

is questionable., Perhaps the most important differences found are those
between the teacherg'and the college educators. The authors seemed to
feel that this was an important difference, although they did not single

it out as the mod important. Unfortunately, the size of the seftple of?"-"--
college educators was so small (N = 8) that no generalization of the

result would be possible. It may, though, have some significance for

the region in which the study was made.
.

With regard to the rankiRgs dope by parents and students, one must
always consider the questioeof whether they understood the objectives:'.-
The authors said that general language was used and that examples were

Agiven to aid interpretations. On such a questionnaire there is no way
to'ascertain the level of misunderstanding that Might have occurred.
Comparing results between. such obviously different groups as parents and

college educatOrs is very questionable. If one looks at the objectives
it can be.seen that they are a mixture of social skills, mathematical

end products, means to aft end, method-related objectives, et cetera. To

expect students or parents to see the significiace of OCh of these is

perhaps asking too much. A better use of the garent and student data
might be strictly for relative levels of perceived importance within
those groups rather than for comparison with teachers'oeeducators.

3 7
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Finally, it should be noted that the article, as printed, seemed to
have a number of unneces,gary inconsistencies. These may have. been edito-,

rial problemS. The data in Table 1 show two rankings of 5 for students
and parents (objectives 4 and 5). One can only assume these, should have

been 5.5 in each case. In presenting the results pf the Mann-Whitney U
test, the student ranking of objective 3 was.cited as 4,while fn Table 1
it appears as 3. Were some figures reversed? Which ones? Finally, the

results of the analysis using the Contingency Coefficient C are present-
ed almost without comment. It is noted only that there is. a dtignificant

level of.association (p < .05) on six of the fifteen objectives. The

importance (or lack thereof) of that finding is not mentioned. As a

matter of fact, if the significance level was p < .05, then the table pre-
sented in the article seemed to show seven significant contingency co-
efficients, since for objective 4 the level of significance was p 0:05.

33
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"NEW MATHP-IMPLEMEgTATION: ALOOK INSIDE THE CLASSROOM. Price., Jack;

Kelley, John \L.;- Kelley, Jopathan. Journal for Research in Mathe-
matics Education, v8 n5, pp323-331, November. 1977.

Expanded. Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Otto
C. Ressler, Geohe Peabody College for Teachers.

1. Purpose . ) ,

- *-
.

To investigate the actual classroom practices used in second- and.
fifth-grade mathematics classes in the United States. .

Rationale

Within the recent past there-Rave been many suggestions, for modify-
ing the topics taught and, the way mathematics is taught in the elemen-

tary school. There has, however, been little_research pertaining to how
these recommended changes are beineaccepted and, implemented by theclass-
room teacher.

A

II. Research Design and Procedure

A questionnaire was developed by the authors, modified by a panel
of experts, and pretested on a group ofpracticing teachers. Ten ques-
tioaires were sent to a random sample of 300 supervisors from more
thaK

ap
800 listed as mathematics supervisors by,the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics. Each supervisor was directed to select randomly
five second-grade and;five fifth-grade teathers'who were to complete' the
questionnaire,.

Return of postcards from the supervisors indicated that 191 (64%)
distributed the questionnaires to teachers-. Data .were obtained from}
1220 teachers who completed questionnaires. This was a responserate-
of 64% if it is assumed that only those supervisors who returned post-
cards contacted teachers. If this assumption is not made, the return
fate was 41% of the Potential sample of teachers.

f
4. Findings

Results were summarized in several areas. The data were reported
as percentages of teachers responding to items; no statistical compar-
isons were giveri. It was stated that differences between respondents
by 'geographical areas, socioeconomic status of the school, and grade

level taught were small.-

(a) Characteristics of Teachers: Over 90% of the second- and

70% of the fifth-gride teachers satire women; 53% had been

39.
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teaching ten years or less; and 56% were 40 years of age or

0 younger. Teaching of mathematics was found very 'interesting'
by 65% of the teachers--In fact 45% preferred it to the
teaching of reading or social'studies while only 11% liked
teaching it least of these three subjects. Most teachers
(53%) believed that present, students were doing better than
past comparable classes while 20% thought present students
were doing less well. With regard to prior mathematics
training, 88% had at least one year of high school algebra;

o70% had at least one year of'high school geometry; 63% had
at least two mathematics courses in college; and 48% had
at least twolmathematits education courses in college. Most
(814%)"of thee telthers do not belong to.any professional
mathematics organization.

(b) Objectives and Assessment: State or locally published ob-
jectives for mathematics were available to, 83% of the re-
spondents and most (63%) used them in their teaching: ....Some
form of state or local mathematics assessments was available
to 77% of the teachers and 43% indicated that they bawd their
teaching on the results of.these assessments,

.?

..-

(c) Textbooks and Topics: 'One textbook, as the single source of
, mathematics information, was used by 56% of the teachers; 26%

2D
more used mainly one textbook from ywo or more availableAext-

'..., books; and only 7% used no.textbook at all. Books emphafsixing

skills ovet concepts, were preferred by 42%; 49%.preOrred
equal emphasis on skills and Concepts; aid 3% preferred empha=
sis on concepts over skills._ Texts were followed closely by
53% of the teachers but over half of them didnot require stu7

'. dents to read as much as two pages in everydfive. There was

little or no tteatment in texts or supplementary sources for.
the topics of meerics (66Z); probability*(64%),,awe, giaphs
and statistics (52%) as indicated by the teachers Hencft
fewer than 5 periods per year were spent.on theSeispectiie
topics by 61%, 75g, and 56% of the teachers.

(d) Class:1;111e: One-half hour or more is spent-teachi g mathe-
matics in'SO% of the classrooNs sampled. The weighted average
time- per -day, for all respondents was minute Of thiTrav-'

serage time, 43% was, spent in 'written I" seat o k; 36% in div.
'cussion or'exPlanation; and 21% in other aCtivities. -

(e) Teaching Methods: Whole-class instruction was Used host of the
time by 40% ofthe respondents but only 6% said they had never
tried individualizing. Grouping by abilliy.was favored by S4%
of the teachers. Most teachers used laboratory experiences
only occasionally (72%), had never us ;d Computer-assisted or
computer-mediated instruction (81%), had never used instruct-
Aonal television (78 %), had never used hand calculators (83 %)',

and 'had never tried any type of team teaching (8 %).

- 36 '
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( f) 1p-Arvice: Mathematics-related workshops or courses* had been
taken by 32% Of the respondents during their present school year
(1875), but another 30% had no in-service training sinct A1970A
'r earliek. Observation of other teachers had never been done

p% ofiPthe-bample and 74% had425er ed other teachers at most
Limes; however, 64%-ehougtAthat suc observations' would im-

prove their teaching.- wr

'1

5. Interpretations

The major conclusion,-iiNkhat thernatics teachers and classrooms
have changed less in the'.past 19 s thin had been supposed. General::
ized descriptions of teachers and sses are provided. "Median" tea h,-
ers were described as female; under 40; having 10 or less years experi,
ihce; prior coursework includes twb semesters of high school algebra,
two of high tchool.geometry, two college mAlp.ematics courses, ang,one
college coursevi6-mathematice education. "median" teacher is female,
doe* not belong ,to any asociatiokof.mathititics teachers, and has had
likited in-service experience in milhematicS education. The "media* 0,
class is self- contained; it lastsaboUt 43 minutes, of which about half
the,tdne is spent-in written work. A single text which i-s-follo're'vd,

-elosig, is used -in whole-class-instruction. AlmOst none of the concepts, ,

thethode," or "big ideas" ofmbdernimathemaeics Programs ,are.used in the
classroom.

Other conclusions were:
. . . ,

, .
# .

4 (a) If thefe are declines in mathematics test scores,
small decline can be attribut to "new mathematics."

. . ,.
.

-41)) Specialized mathematics teachers are a'littlebettdr
;

-, trained, hsie a more positive attitude toward teaching mathsi-
matics, and Seetitsto make more use of concepts anep'rocesgaieN
than teachers ingivined -clasgeq'...s.

.

(c) Eyen-,if.increased funding and-assisfance'haVe been ayail-.
able in schools ofjoyer-sdcioeconomic status, lid* .

-bange ion teaching method has. resulted. ..
.- ...

.

.

"'
_

, t'

.
.

/-'

Critical Commentary Ns

f
. 41 V ' ge.

Tbis study provide ul infbrmation about,secpn&- and fifth--
ade classroom teachers and t activities that ate going-on,in theiV
fisro e-results are'di§ r ng in that they show little impadtat

o c ric innovations on ectu srOornprar.ticb-. 4
A* I'

itts pointed out by the investigators, it is conceivablethact,he
method of selecting the respondents thrckigh lupervisors ifitueduca a
bias in thPresults,,since n t,all school) districts have mathematics

40
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.\sypervisors. A:more likely cause Of bias: are the, low retutn

supervisors and, then from teachers: Both.of'thesv biases,
tend to produce results that are more optirdstic than act

practice.

-

ates from
ever, would

classroom

Since actual data and number of respondents in subcategories were
not rep ed, it iimpossible to verify the accuracy of, the conclusions._
,The auth s werqpikareful to state the !tonclusions in a manner that seemed
to be warranted, as well as implying that,they were only tentati4in
natute. .
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MODELING EFFECTS AND DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN DEALING WITH A FORMAL
OPERATIONS TASK. Ronning, goyce R. Americah Educational 'esearch
Journal, v14 n3, pp213-223,,Summer 1977.

Expanded Abstract'and Analysis Prepared Especially for 1.M.$`.-by
'Edward Esty, Nati9nal Institute of Education, Washington, D.\C4.

\

1. Purpose
'4k

The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of ge and
the effect of providing a modq of correct strategy on.childr n'a per-
formance on a verbal task at the formal operations Ievd1.

2. - Rationale

Although muchpreilious research ha§ considered the 'transition from
preoperftional,to concrete operational.thought, comparatively little re-
search has examined, the transition to4opeallourarional thought... Hence
little is khowqabdut how children cope with fdlikal Operational tasks
that are too difficult for them, even though many tasks that children en-
counter apparently demand formal oper4tional thought.

The present investigation is an extension of two lines of-previous
fr4searzhi (17 that' of NeimarJ and Leis (1967) and Eimas-(1970) on' the ,

development of strategies in binary 'problem-solvinftask5; and (2) that
of Laughlin, Moss, and Miller (1969), Denney (1972), anebenney, Denney, .
and Ziabrowski (k973)en the effects of 'modelling the correct strategy
for solying a problem.'

S. Research Design and Procedure

.A tota'1 of'64

half boys and half
5 and 7); four boYs;
conditkoh and to a

7 ,

4

subjects from a middle-class community were used,
gills. At each of four grade 'levels (grades 1, 3,

and fodr girls were randomilfassigned to a model
no-model condition.

Each student was tested individtally by a female investigator.
The task in each-case was the same: to determines,, by asking no more

n seven estions, a number from1 to 100 that the experimenter
previoirly chOsen from a table of random numbers. Each subject

had three chances to play the !'game". ,

., .

---...; .40 .

Half of the subjects, 'those in the model condition, were asked to
listen carefully to a tape recording of a,boy playing the game using.
s strategy that guarantees success within the allotted Seven questions- -
by asking a series of yes-no-questions that successively eliminate about

\ half of the-remaining numbers (e.g., "Is it more than 50?" "Is it less
,

`than 25 ? ")'

39 43
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There was a significant effect for grade: F(3,4q) 21.33,11p < .0001.

There was also a significant main effect fOr contition: F(14 48) ; 8.68, ...

p < .0005. Neither a significant main six tffeci'nor significant inter-
action effects were found. 0011

Two strategy scoring systems werelsed, one more lenient than the

other. In Scoring System I (SSI), 1 point was given, if any one_of the-
child's seven questions eliminatip more than efie number; e.g., "Is it

a prime?", "Is it less than 95?" (Such lbestions are called "constraint-

seeking.") A child's maximum score under this system,was thus 3, since'
the subjects were,given three'chandes to play-the game. The Second

Scoring System (SSII) awarded 1 pqint if two consecutive questions were

constraint-seeking. As in SSI, the maximum score for each child was 3..
The number of correct solutions was counted also; yielding-a third score
with a maximum of 3 points for each subject.

The three scoring systems were analyZedusing three univariate
ANOVAs, even though some of the assumptions underlying that procedure

were violated.

4. Findings

Of the two strategy scoring syikems,
papef, because, according to the inVI;stigaivo

scoring systems were "the same". Means

Grade Level

SSI is discussed in the
r,'the,results for the two
SSII'were as follows:

A

Condition:

First Third Flfthr

M NM M NM M

Males 0 0 1.50 1.80 3.00 2.25

Females 0 0 1.50 0.75 2.75 0.254,

X Condition 0 0 1.50 0.81 2.87 1.25'

X Grade 0 1.19 2. WI
4,41E;'

X .Age (years) 6.1 8.1

4

NM Sek(?.

1.50 '4'2.15 06

.2.75 2.2? 1.28

2.262.442.25,
r

g2.4

-A4

Congidering the numbei of,correctNelutions (i.e., the number of times
the correct number was determined, within the seven questions), the follow-

ing mean scores were obtained: Grade 1 -- 0.06; Grade 3 -- 0.75; Grade
5 -- 0.87; and Giade 7 -- 1.00. (Recall that the maximum actre is 3.00.)
Only the effect for grade was Ognificant here: F(2,48) = 4.05, pir .03/4'



The investigator states that "In view of the lOW frequency of success in

the firfit grade as compared to the other grades, the significant effect'

is assumed to be largely between nograde one and the remainder of the sample."

Because some students asked questions like "Is,it 1000?",, a tabula-

tion of "out-of-bounds" questiens was made. Seven different children,

all at 'the first-grade level; asked a total of 37 such questions.

I'

5. Interpretations

'The investigato'discusses the task from a Piagetian viewpoint,

describing how one might expect children of pre- operational, concrete

operational and formal operational §tages to respond, He then discusses

the actual results, noting in particular that (1) the firit-grade Ehild-

ren's'performance was uniformly low, with no difference between the model

and no -model conditions; <2) there is a largrdifference between the model

rand no-model conditioNt at"the fifth-grade level; indicating that fifth

graderk can use the strategy presented but are .unlikely to think of it

themselves;,and ip) there is'relatively,little difference between the,
two conditions At the sev'ent'h -grade level. The results are seer as fully

consistent with Piagetian theory.

t.
,

Finally, "While both the developmental and model effects are power-

ful in terms of strategy acquisition, the relatively small :lumber of cor-

rect.solutionseven at the oldest age examined suggests the need for ex-

amination ofother variables such as instructions, use of ekampleg, and

.reinforcement/moEivational conditions."

diffical Commentary

One piece of'information that. was omitted is-. crucial to one's inter-
.

pretation of the results of this study: no mention is Made of thd point

during the-schodl year at which the experiAnt was condUct,ed. This is

especially important to,know for theme' first graders, because the first-

grade year typically includes considerable work with initial concepts of

order relations,in the whole numbers, and; of course, work with two,
digit numbers.. The factvthat first graders digi so poorly is not nec-

essarily due to their inability to grasp a useful strategy: it may

simP1Y<be that they did notcjinow what' "less than" or "more than" or "be-

tween" meant. Thus the experimenter's instructions and the tape-recorded

model performance may have been'cnmpletely incomprehensible to some of

them. (In this respect this study provides yet another eAample of the

value of an interdiscipllinary approach, for any first-grade teacher wodld

have' suggested that the students' knowledge of order concepti be asseseed

ano described in'the paper.) The possibility that the first graders,

who Were of mean age 6.1, did not know enough about order relations for-

the task to make any sens kes all tbe'morein sting the fact that

there were such small dif nce among the third, f fth,'and seventh

graders on the number of c rect solutions obtained

4 45
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Further information and discussion '01.a few other points would have
been helpful; for example, the face that the fifth-grade boys did better
(in SSII)than the seventh graders of either sex. Was this a fluke of
the sample, or is there some mnderlyint mason? It would have been use-,
ful too if the investigator hid, supplied more information about the vari-
ation in children's performance. For exadpie, how many-ehildren always
followed a constraint-sedking strategy? Ikrur_thauvrti the correct solu-
tion in all three trials?

It should also be mentioned that the investigator's constant re-
ference to "tile best" strategysis open to some question. What is "best"
depends to some extent on the payoffs involved. In the 1 to 100 game
used here, if there is any payoff whatsoever for determining the number
in fewer than seven questions, then the strategy described is not "best".
One can still guarantee getting-the number within seven questions and
yet have a chance of guessing it earlier if one first asks "Is it larger
than 64?" and then, if the answer, is affirmative, "Is it latger than 96?"
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USING ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS WITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN. -Scandura,

A:1 Lowerre, C.;Veneski, J.; Scandura, J. Educational Technology,
v16 n8, pp14-18, August 1976.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Charlotte
Wbeatley,and Grayson Wheatley, Purdue University:*

1. PUipose

The purpose ,Df these studies were to study calculator-assisted
learning ot'mathematics by.elementary'school pupils with attention tb
computation, problem solving, motivation, instructional methods, and
applicability to certain topics. Some of the questins asked were:

(1) What is the effect of calculatoftvailability on the
motivation of, young children?

(2) Can five year -olds profit from the use of calculators?

f3) What topics can be taught more effectively with a cal-
,

culator?

(4) What implications doe; the calculator hold for problem
saving?

2. Rationale
* .

Elecause tlf small electronic calculator is becoming inexpensive and
available, theuthors thOught it important to explore its impact on
children's learning oflathematics. These studies *ere not conducted to
test hypotheses but to generate hypotheses and to explore the feasibility
of calculatoi use with primary school pupils in learning Mathematics.

-Tbis article reports the results of a set of five,feasibility,,t
studies. None of the studies employed experimental controls or .comNir-
ative statistics. The'-omausiens are based on observational data and
pupil reactions to calculator use.

3. Research,DeSign and Procedure .
In a series of five exploratory investigations, pupils of age& five

to nine used calculators in learning mathematics. The number of class
sessions varied from eight to thirty-two. In experiment one, two groups
of six-year-olds studied arithmetic, one with a calculator and the other
without, in 15 lessons of 20 minutes each. The children in the non -cal-

culator group made extengive use of manipulative material's. A similar
comparison-of calculator impact was mate with five-year-olds in 30 lessons.

/Seven-year-old children solv cost' problems countered in shopping

b.
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(e.g.%-amount d change when several items arl_purchased). This unit was

eight lessons long. In a fourth study, five -dear -olds learned to use a

Amlculator'ellicr by free exploration or exposition. In the discovery

. group, the p s learned by trial- and -error pushing of,l(eys, while the

exposition group was explicitly taught the function of keys. In a feas-

ibility Study with five third- and fourth-grade children, a variety of
topics that might effectively b4 tatipt with a calculator were introduced
in 32 class meetings of 30-60 minutes each.

4. Findings"
46

The authors report their observations of the differences in the
'/

calculgtor and non - calculator groups. No performance comparisons were
made. Five- and six-year-old children were observed to be highly mots-'
vated to study mathematics (typical grade-level topics), while control
group pupils were not motivated by the mathematics or the use of manipu-
latives. The high interest displayed by the calculatoi group was sus-
tained,over the entire period of use. The children using calculators
were less distracted, displayed longer attention spans., and worked in-

t/4

, dependently for

\\

ong periodsof time. Contrastingly, theJmn-calculator
group did not dis ay interest,"were confuped bytthe manipulatives, show-
ed little imagination, and waited for teacher direction.

The fiv'e.-year-old childi(en preferred a desitoe.'calculator with larg-

tr 'display and keys. A group of five-year-old children taught by ekpos-
itory. methods to use a calculator could solve presented problems, while

a group allowed to explore calculators could not. Seven-year-old child-
ren were more highly motivated and more successful in problem solving
than childrennotusing calculators. Eight- and nine-year-old children
showed marked mathematics achievement gains ov$._a 10-week period while
using calculators; some had more than a year grade-level gain in compu-
tation, concepts, vid applications. The calculator was reported as be1ng
highly-successful in motivating and assisting these children in learning
mathematics.

Interpretations

The authors conclude that the learning of mathematics is facilitated
by the use of calculators. Specifically they suggest that:

(1) place. value (whole numbers and decimals), negative numbers,
decimals, and factoring can be taught more effectively with
El calca4tdr,

(2) problem7solving skills-cam be greatly enhanced thrdugh use
ofcalculators,

the standard mathematics burriculum can be expanded'to in-
clude use of numbers of : greater magmitude,

4,3
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(4) estimating skills, negative numbers, and decimals can be
introduced at a uch earlier time,

(5) computational skill may be enhanced through calculator
practice.

Critical Commentary

This article reports five studies which were'designed to explore
the effects of calculator use in learning mathematics. The results are
purely observational with no attempt to determine achieVement differences.
There is a definite place for exploratory studies in mathematics educa-
tion research. Properly designed teaching experiments can lead to the
identification of hypotheses for further study. They may allow the e*-
perimenter to understand the thought patterns of children. Results of
teaching experiment's can also lead to the development of curriculum
materials. However,-this report contains insufficient information for
the interpretdfion of the results stated. In the first study, no details
are given'on (J) the number of subjects, (2) the size of instructional
groups (Was he instruction in small groups?), (3) method(s) of instruc-
tion, or (47'the number of calculators per group (D'id each pupil have a
calculator?). Yet the authors conclude, based on observation, that the
calculator-assisted. learning was vastly' superior. 'Care must be exercised

in interpreting and utilizing findings based*golely on.ithe impressions
of the experimenters. Additional detail would have provided the reader
with the necessary information to interpret the conclusions.

While the observational results favor the calculator groups; no
comparative performance data were reported. It is possible that the
non - calculator group, appearing less motivated, may have achieved more.
No assertion is being made that this was, in fact, the case in this
study, but the possibility must be considered.

The low interest level reported for pupils using,manipulatives is
not in agreement with numerous studies which have established the mo-
tivational value of manipulative materials. One is led to suspect a
teacher-bias effect against the non-cakulator group.

Pr.
The study w#h eight- and nine-year-old children had onty five

subjects. The authors chose ti2 report achievement test results on
only three of thes,e.five subjects, Why only these three? What were
the scores for the other two? The practice of selecting data to report

, is highly questionable: The number of subjects in then other four studies
is not reported.

,

The study comparing "discovery and exposition" teaching strategies
was poorly conceived. To give five-yearlold.chifdren r4lculators with-

out any direction and expect them to "discover" calculat5t logic is un-
reasonable. While it may hot be necessary to teach explicitly each key
function, at least children need suggested activities to .incorporate the



°E.

calculator as a tool in their thinking. A better test of the discovery
approach would be to teach children to use calculators and then let them
explore.

It-is quite clear that the authors were very impressed with the ad-'
vantages of calculator use in learning mathematics. While the calculator
may be a valuable new instructional aid, the total effect of calculator-
assisted instruction must await more careful evaluation. We do not often
findmpanaceas for the problems of education; itis doubtful that the cal-
culator is one.

4
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SPACED CALCULUS: A PINELIMINAkEVALUATION. Struik, Ruth R.; Flexer,

Roberta J. American Mathematical Monthly, v84, pp129-134, February 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepare Especially for I.M.E. by Harold L.

Schoen, University of Iowa.

. 1. Purpose

To'compare a traditionally taught calculus course with a self-paced
course based on students' performance on a final examination.

.2: Rationale

No previous research or theoretical framework is cited.

3.4w Research Design and Procedure

A first-semester, five-credit alculus course at the University of

Colorado was offered in both a se aced instructional mode and a tradi-

tion,' lecture-recitation mode. One hundred five students chose the
self-paced section while 130 elected the traditionally run section.

The students electing self-pacing could select any of three differently
paced presentations- -fast, medium, 'or slow:" Later this was modified to

one medium and two sloW presentations. Classes met for four 50-minute

sessions per week. In addition, one and one-half days per week were
provided for taking 12 quizzes and the midterm examination. Students
received frequent individual help) were given up to five chances to pass
each quiz, and had theoption of taking an early4fAil examination.

"Those electing traditional instruction attended three 50- minute

leCtures and two 50-minute recitations weekly. Quizzes and examinations
were administered, graded,an4 returned in a traditional manner."

Cumulative grade point averageel(GPA) and American Testing Program
(ATP) mathemati5s examination scores were 'collected for all students.

The dependent variable was thestudent's...grade on a common final

examination. A two-way analysis of covariance model (method x sex) using.

GP& and ATP as covariates was em yed. Ih addition, a three-way analysis
of variance (ATP x method x s was run primarily to test for ability c

method interaction,

4. Findings

Group means and numbers of students are given in the table. The

difference in means bitween the treatment groups was significant beyond

the 0.01 level (F1T148 8.8; both GFA and ATP taken into account). No

other- effect Was significant.

47
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Method

Table. Means of Final Examination

Sex Raw Means

Male female"

Self-Paced X . 172.9 X e 172.3 X - 172.7
n = 41 n = 16 n = 57

Traditional -. X - 9.4 X = 164.5 X = 153.3
n =11P72 n= 25 n= 97

Column X - 157.9 X -* 167.5

Meani n = -113 n = 41

Interactions between sex and method and between ability and method
were not statistically significant. o w.

No students failed in the self-paced section.__In order to test for
a podsible spurious deptession.of the traditional group mean due to a

4 9.8% failure rate, the data were also analyzed after deleting the data
from failinrstudents. Again, there was a statistically significant
(p <0.025) difference in means favoring the self-paced group (means
were 172.7 compared to 165.9 with Ns of 57 and 84, respectivoly).-

5.= Interpretations

"" "The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is quite clear:
students in the self-paced group did significantly better than students
receiving traditional instruction."

Lack of random assignment of subjects, possible scoring differences
on the final examination, and the possible confounding variable or
aeacher effect are cited as'flaws in the study. Nonetheless, two
implications for departments of mathematics were drawn. First, self-

' paced sections should be.made available as ah option for students with
full awareness that more instructional time is involved. Second,
departments of mathematics should recognize.females as a potentially
rich source of capable mathematics majors.

Critical Commentary

This study ieports the'results of an evaluation of a particular
approach to instruction in the calculus. The approach seemed to work
At the Univeraity of Colorado'With their instructors and students. It

might be a viable approach for other institutions. In my opinion, not
much more can be concluded from the'study for the reasons which follow.



The authors list three weaknesses in the design: use pf volunteers
for subjects, possible scoring differences in final examinations, and
the teaches' effect. In fact, these three weaknesses make interpretation
ot.the results impossible. Since the students in the sell-paced class
volunteered to be there, at most one could conclude that students who
volunteer to be,in a selfLpaced class do better than non-volunteers in.
a traditionally run class. However, the possible differences in teachers
cannot be excluded as an explanation for the results. Worst of all--
becauie it could have easily been corrected--the possible systematic
difference in the scoring of the eliminations appears to eliminate any
chance of a meaningful interpretation:

Given that the data presented and analyzed iR thi6 study are neither
generalizable nor easily interpreted for this sample, Nhat is the value
of the article? It seems to me that university mathematics instructors
may be interested in trying this apprOach--namely, traditionally run
classes with .a self-paced section /available as a student-option. Such
a scheme has support from previous research although'it is not cited by
the authors (see Schoen, 1977). Unfortunately, the authors do not
describe the self-paced method in any detail. This makes it impossible
for an interested instruc 'tor to replicate it.

In conclusion, I wish to emphasize severer points:

1. I agree whole-heartedly with the authors' statement that
. . . self-pacing sho d be available.on19.to those who

elect is." This is orted by puevious research findings.
.

2, The '-'self - paced" method in this study Probably was not the
learning packet, bit-by-bit appioach, but consfsted'Of
teacher - centered presentations geared at different rates with
individual tutoring available upon request.

3. With regard to the individeal tutoring, "It may be that any
method that.utilizes so large an amount of instructional time
will give similar results."

An attempt should be made by journals and authors to distinguish
between research articles in which the rationale, design, and procedures
make meaningful interpretation of data possible and those articles
describing an approach to teaching that wad apparently used successfully
somewhere. In thiS second type of article, the space used for data
analysis could better be allotted to a detailed description of the
teaching method, materials, management system, et cetera. This would
allow the approach to, he adopted or'adapted by another teacher or
institution. Thus the practitioner in search of teaching ideas could
gain useful information while not being misled by seemingly "hard"
data which, in fact, rest on very weak foundations.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE MATHEMATICS-METHODS PROGRAM INVLOLVING THE STUDY
OF TEACHING CHARACTERISTICS AND PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHEMATICS.
Thornton, Carol Dodd. Journal of,Research in Mathematics Education,
v8 nl, pp17-25,January 1977.

a.

t'- Expanded AbArac and Analysis Ptepared Especially for I.M.E. by
James E. Schultz ,)The Ohio State University

10 Purpose

(prake purpose of the study was "to explore a techriique for evaluating

vice elementary) teacher education programs in terms of teaching
competencies and, in particular, to explore that techniquas applied
to the Indiana University Mathematics - Methods Program" (an integrated
content.--methods progrdmreferred to tencefooth as "MMP"). Two major
'qhestioris were, identified: \, .

(a) Is there any difference in performance on certain teacher
,variables by preservice teaches (PSTs) trained by theMMP
and those trained by alternative prOgrams?

(b) Is there any relationship between the achievement of the
pupils taught by the PSTs and the performance of the PSTs
on these teacher variables?

2. Rationale

nan effort to probe the effectiveness of the MMP and the relation-
s among pupil achievement and teacher characteristics, the study ex-

ended a teaching performance test Paradigm over certain "product".vari-
ables described by Popham'to include certain "procdis" variables. The .

process variables identified were(a) clarity in developing a mathematical
idea, (b)-qUestioning techniques, and (c) involvement of'-pupils.

.3. Research Design and Prpcedure

"it

The PST subjects. were 'undergraduate elementary education majors'at'
Indiana University. Ten students were randomly-selected from each of
three.programs. Students in the MMP-format had teachinvexperiences"
which related to their mathematics instruction in content and inethas
over two semesters.. Students in Contrasts I and II had previously cora-
pleied-the required mathematics coufses for teachers andwere enrolled
in mathematics methods-courses. Those in Contrast I had no field experience
in conjunction with cheirr course and those in Contrast II had particApated
regularly in field experiences,of a gelkeral 'nature - - not restricted to

'the .teaching of mathemat topics. The pupils, taught by the PSTewere
120 third-grade pupils. .

z
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PSTs were givert instructioial 'objectives lida s,befdreteaching
two hAtf-hour sessions introducing equivalent' fra ions to a grodu" of
-4 third-gradrs'onconseduriye days. *Teaching ssiolls were vi taped .

for-evaluatioakb graduate stadentsWhclad been trained, as bservers.
Each tape° WaiSandomly assigned to two observers who used frequencycounts
.and ratings to Assign values tb'the,CIarity, questioning, and.pupilin-
rlvement.varialesj

4V.
Pridc to the actual teaching, a test on equivalent frictions was_

administered to Leh PST and an/IQ:test and a fraCtion inventory were
emen to the thirdigrade pUpdls. 1,4ese latter-two measures were used
to'adjust pupil '10,o'stteik sepre0 for initial d ferences.

:

141

4. findings
44"

,

A sequence of multivahhe; uniitariate and Tukey tests,red to the
Tel:lofting of several significant differences. The ranking'of the grows
for'each of the, dive variables (from low to hAh) sqmmarized belo47
where an underline joining 2 variables indicates no eignifidant differ-
enoe at'the .05 level, Here-"M" representsille MMP 011aip and "I" and
"JI" represent Contrasts I and II respectively.

.

PST Test
..

Clarity-.

'''' %Questioning

Invo erit

pupil
.

4.

ificant (p < .01)
found betyeen each pair of
pupil 4dvo1vement, and pup

%96
aexeded..S3 Ph-all cases.

.

el;

Low,

4

I

IL
.

M.

, I II

."
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Pearson prObct moment correlations were
variables chosen from clarity,' questioning,
it score.. The clarity val. pupil score Corre-
ty measures,for in r ments and coder consistency

.-"Interpretations
4.

es

The investigatoristated the Vowing conclusions:
j6 OA ,

. - . 0* lit ,

The pipcedures used intthigrstudY'should be considered
a Cofiatle technique 'for "evaluating segmentq Of a teacher
educeil!pri'program.. .

0
.

.. .

(a)
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(b), The three teacher varieties, Clarity, Qyestioning, and.Involve- ,

'sent,. are strong correlates of pupil achievement. . .

- . .%.

1c) The MNP appears lc) have promoted competency associated with
,

the variable Clarity, Questioning, Involvement and Pupil Score
more effectitely than-the other two programs of the study.

(d). There is an indication that regular, planned school expeiiente
in conjunction with the mathematics preifratio'niof,preservife
elementary telers,thay have anfind-act on teacher 'competency
toproduce ma atical in children.

rk
.

t

However, the investigator diselaiTly_the ability oetbe study to
draw dtfinite'conclVons comparing the programs with"regard to the
variable's studied or other variable's andltrged further studits focusing
on field experiences, since the sample in this study'was small, the
school populatilin was atypical, and the teaching-lessons involved only
one topic.

Q. ,
4 Critical Conyhtery ,

For the most part, the article reported a-usgful, careful)* done
study. The investigatoa usually was aware of potential difficulties 0
and conscientiousl vetted them or acknoWledged.instances where they
.

could mot adeqUate be controlled. Nevertheless several posseble ...

flaws_ exist in addi ion tOihose identified by the investigator.:

Though Pgi subjectedtere randomly 'selected from the three teacher
° training Erograms at Indiana University; how were students assigned'
to these ehree,,programs it the first' place? the scores of the-third-

adep were Oljusted fox inittel,differences, but initial differences
'a1 hichlitay have existed among the PSTs in the three groups4Were tot ad-

4kessed. j
.

. .

We now tiat PSts in th uoup were eurrentlystUdying.mafte-
,

t ine MMP 1.A a ntegrated approach); yet werare told that
thos t s1 her two prdgrams had previously completed the required
mathemat cs Utsea., Would this not introduce retention of thelfmathe-

Amaldgs asra coltaminant? Differences in scores on'the PST
.

-ric.tiiins test, -(though
.

statisticalry'signifitant) did favor the-MN?
AgiOup,4ossibly support"! the view that retention was a problet in Con-
trasts I and'Il. The fact that the time to ftepart the lessons was onl

...

3 days 'Might aso favo?Ithe mathematie y more current gtoup OW).
.

e toder's were graduate tridents. Were they affiliated with they
nstruettonal lapprobachet in anothef way?' Were-they blind to the

tment.groups from which the PSTs were 'selected? Was experimenter
bi:: introduced by the fact that the investigator was.siiultaneousi a
cont buting author to the MMP ? . .

r
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The reviewer wouldlike to ..underscore the investigator's concern for
the,ability todraw defj.nite conclusions comparidg the programs. Assign-
ment of students andjeachers to programs and the many factors not within.
the realm Of control obviate facilitating direct comparisons.

The questions raised above should not, however, discount this solid
contribution, to the literature. I'

e
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THE CONCEPT OF EXPONENTIATION AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEI. AND THE .DEFINI-
TIONAL APPROACH. Vinner; Shlomo. 'Edtscational Studies in Mathematics,
v8 nl, pp17-1.26, 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis PrePared, Especially fa I.M.E. by -

Zalman.11siskin, Unillittsity of Chicago.

. Purpose i.
(i

To deal with the role ,definitions have in algebra-when net* arith-

metical operations iFe deff*d-in terns of old operations. T4 paper
consists of a study and extensive discussion of thib role, with specific
examples- purposely restricted to exponentiation. 1

t

2. Rationale

, .

The process of definition has a very important role in the structure
of mathematics: " e student is expected'to ynderstand that there is

x
num-

ber,"
difference" een the formula "a = nwhere x is a whole um-

ber," and the fo . "axaY = ax+Y, where x, y are (for the sake of
simplicity) whole numbers" (p.-17). Do students look at exponentiation_
the same way as some of their teachets tried to .leach them? It

portant at the college level to know what we. can assume about students'
backgrounds and their views 'of mathematics. 4."

3. .Research Design and Procedure

The eight questions listed below were administered to 195 mathe-
matics freshman enrolled in a calculus course and 56 upper-llevel mathe-
matics students at Berkeley. Each question had the same five cholces:

OP ,

1-1a) a theoiem

(b). a law

(c) a fact about numbers
1

(d) a defil:iition,

(e) an axilt

The questions were; V
r

(11 The-equality: n42 = am/4 in:...

(2) Let, a,b denote two arbitrary positive numbers. The

. equation: (-a)(-b) = ab

(3) The equality (a + b)c = ac + be

.ge

J
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(4) The equality aa...a = am is:... J

'sm tithes

(5) Let a,b denote two ,arbitrar9 real numbers. The

equation: (-a) (4-b) = -(ab) is:. .

(6) Let a be any real, number differe t than zero.
a2 > 0

The inequaliti

.

(7) Let m denote any natural number. .The equality:
1/4; = a-M

(8) Let abf denote two real numbers. The statement
'a > b If and only If a-b > ,

.

Questions .1, 4, and'7 were t nl one's analyzed. In each of
these, the usual order of the sides the equality was reverSea to make
it lessfamiliar to the student" (p. 181. ;

4. Findings

Table 1

,(Freshmen)

Question A theorem A law. A fact alkut A definition- At axiom
Number numbers

1 14.9 9.2' ?2.6 _

ft

4 21.5 5.1' 11.3

7 11.8 7.21 , 12.3'

51.3 2.0

52.8 8.2

63.1 5.6

Table II

(Upper Undergraduate Level)

Question A -theorem A law A fact ablt definition dAn axiom
Number numbers,

-

1 19.6 1%6 7.1

4 10.7 5.4. 7.1
/A'

7 4.5 1.8 5.4

mac'

66.1 41.6'

75.0 1.8
,

80.4 0

O
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Taking "a definition" a, the correct response, 56% of'the freshmen'
and- 80% of upper undergrad tes. had at least 20 of 3 cor1 rect responses;

t28% and 52% respectively had all 3 correct. ,

5. Interpretations
.

.

Over half of. this article is devoted to ipierpretationsop. Among t. e_

these are: ."The results are not satisfactory since we are dealing with
math majors and the problem s'so elementaty" (p. 22). The author feels
that many of the students see mathematics as describing and reveling
the laws and facts of the world 'of numbers just as science reveals the
laws and facts of he'concrete Oiorld. The rfteathat matgematicians
define operations andmpther notions does not agree with many siudents'
views. Thus these students call the properties 1, 4, and.] "laws" or
"fact6."

Nor

Tbe'author connects the results to,Piagetian notions. There is
question of readiness. Here the readiness'is not previous knowledge
a correct approach to the subject matter. "To teach the 'definitional
approach before the student is at the suitable intellectual stage is
just useless (although he might pass the exam)if (p.'25). 'The author

concludes that "the definitional aplirach should, be eliminated, he
0

.

non-majdr mathematics curriculum" (p. 25).

I

c

E Alb 0 .Critic Commentary
, ;

.'
The authok 'perceptively states a number of plausible reasons for

the non - unanimity of answers including high school textbdok confusion
of definition and theorem; the semantic difficulties surrounding the
.word "law", partiiularly as applied to the properties ofexpoaints; the
appearanc% f'

a
m

= a a
f.:
2

in the studelit's experience before de-

4
'----nes' , C,/

finitions, laws, and facts are distinguished; and the posSibility that,.
in the 'approach the these'were not definitipns but..pos-
tulates or theoremS. Given all of these possibilities, the peicentaaes .

in tables I.and II do not seem particularly low. Indeed,,,, they seem Pio

this reviewer to be high! . .

1! ,
4 t'

A study can be no stronger than'the instrument ituses. It was
helpful tolgtave all questions published as they were giveil. So I gave.
this test to my students and talked to.them about it. They felt, as I'

.do, that 'each queStiondtould have' had many answers. Some of them were
amiliar wit$ more than one approach to exponenlik The author reports
,,no follow-sup or interview with any student. Thilgwthere its no test of

;00
the fajpr point .of this article, that students answered as their did
hidagse Of a,lack of understanding of the definitional approach. In

k
lig t of the lack of attempt to distinguish causes, theta is no rationale

4 for the final conclusion,, 'let alOne a justification for the strong terms
in which the final conclusion is stated. .

6' I
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN NSF INSTITUIAND
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT:. Willson., Vilotor L.; Gariblii, Alstoine M.

Journal of Research in-Science Teachin v13 n5, pp431-439, 1976.

IL.

'--. Expanded Abstract and Affilysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Edward
J. Davis, University pf Georgia,

1: Purpose
t

This study was dk;!)ted at he question, "Is there any evidence
that precollege studen cognitive achievement has been increased because

*of teacher participation in NSF - sponsored institutes? It should be
. noted that this study was conducted as A NSF-sponsored project.

onale

The authors make_the following argument for a post hoc analysis:

..Amr-extoerimental comparisop between students whose teachers, had

.attended institutes and'students whose teachers hat/ not would be
4Optlmal; The experiement would require ran assignments'of

teachers to institutes (or not) and random ssignments of students
.td teachers. Since NSF has not followed su h a strategy, post'hoc
comparisons may be confounded by certain' demographic and person=
°logical differences between teachers who hAe attended and those who
have not attended NSF institutes. All potential factors can never
be discounted in a post hoc anelysiso.but those theoretically most
relevant should be dealt with. (p. 431)

3. Research Design And Procedure

post hoc analysis was performed: The authors identified science
(cior mat emetics) achievement of teachers, and the level.of classes Ok
which a teacher is assigned to be the Oeoretical and relevant; threats
to examining the relationship between teacher institute attenaance and
students' academic improvement.

All urban-rural sample of junior and senior high'Ichools was selected,
foi science from.Wyomeing, South Dakota,; and Mississippi and for matte-
matics from California and Indiana. Urban representation was small.
Eighty-one percent of the science and ninety -one percent of the mathe-
matics classes and teachers-came from thrall towns and, cities under 50,000

population. Within each school the principal was asked to seleet,ran-
domlyone science (or mafFematics) teacher and then.select randftly one
class.from this teacher's load.' This yielded a total of 346 science
teachers and their classes and 211mathematicsAeachers and their classes.
Each teacher was given ahoachieement test in the subject area (NTE exams"
in either Physics-Chemistry-Science or Mathematics). Science students tool(

I

'
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a 40-item test taken from the NAEP science test and the mathematics
students were given 40 items froTh the NLSMA itemhpsol. Different 40-
item farms were developed for junior high and-seniol,hnh classes.
Not all students took these achievement tests. Each teacher was given'
instructions, to assign randomly attitude, piocess, and achievement inu
strulents.

From a background questionnaire teachers were classified as having
NO, LOW (1 or 2 institutes attended), or HIGH levels of. participation in
NSF institutes-1:This placed 36, 36, and 2& percent of the science teaA-
srsand 43, 29, and 28 percent of the mathematics teachers in the re-
spect.* groups.

et

The procedures above provided the investigators with a meats to con-
trol- teacher achievement and level of class assignments which Were iden-
tified as obstacles to examining NSF institute participation and student
achievement. teacher achievement on the NTE exams was used as a covari-
ate in analysis of student achievement. Tie randomSelection of teachers
and classes was used to produce a situation wherein approxiMately equal,
proportions of high-, middle -,, and low-ability classes appeared,inthe
NO-LOW-HIGH partition of the teachers. The authors st,tf: ,

The posgible differential assignment bf institute attenders to
higher,ability,classes was examined by testing-lbe independence
of NSIparticipatIon from the teachers' assessment of L ability
group of the class from which the achievement data were drawn
(high ability, average abilityi low amm----mad- milted ability
groupings). Also tested within the senior high'school science
data was the independence of type of class (biology, chemistry,
and physics)' from NSF participation. The chi-square statistics
was used for each tea, . All chi7soltare statistics were
nonsignificant at p = .,05, indicating independence of the dis-
tribution a teacher assignments by ability rouging, or gtb-
ject matterin'kience, from NSF instit rticipation. . (p. 433).

4. Findings

r ni

s w,a consistent trend in the direction of better studenc'per-

It was reported that:
.

)

e marginal-means ostudent achieveent.for NSF participation
,

.
.

foOtance withincreasedsteacher NSF participation for allfour
,snalyses. . . These means are essentially unaffected be adjust -

ment for the cqgariate, since none of the regressions were sig-
nificantat p O. . . . The nonsignificance of the covariate ,

implies that to chrs' science ability is not related with their
, students achievem ..t. (p. 435)

. .

Todollow'up differences in means "scores, two planned orthogonal
dOntihstst were performed on the senior high science scores and two

. . G.s
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more on senior high mathematics scores.. These contrasts used an F sta-

tistic. The first considered the combined, scores of students of LOW and

HIGH vs. ma teacher-institute participation. The second contrast comr

rt pared the scores of- LOW vs. HIGH participation. Three of these Tour con-
trasts had significance at-the .dr level. These are reported as suggest-

log that teacher-attendance at institutes is associated with higher stu-
dent performance,than no attendance, and that students whose teachers
attended the higher number of institutes (more than 2) did better than
Students of teachers attending'only 1 or 2 institutes..

5. Interpretations
0

The authors conclude that a real institute efteetjs present.
Th4.prescribe that institute attendance be requi d of all secondiary.'

cienCe and mathematics teachers.'
111

. Critical Commentary

This study iftestigates,an important area. In terms of time and -

money,'a great deal is being and has been invested in in-service educe],

tion. Student achievement is seldom used as i criterion to evaluate

in-service programs. It is relevant to'do so.

L am left with some questions,.however. When principals are
contacted is it likely that.they will _select a science or mathematics
teacher (and one of their classes) at random? Or wp.,1. a principal -

tend to choose a teacher and a class accordingepto`s6rel,reconceived

° ,criteria, in spite of guarantees of non-identificattion of participants?
sWhat about the levels of.difficulty,of'the aChievement tests? Were

tiley constructed, to reflect the range oE.cognitive behaviors identified

in the MINA study (Computation-Comprehension-Application-Analysis)?
Whet about the attitude and process measures? How.were they constructs

ed? How. id the'studenes perform on them?
.

o
Were these my onbly concerns, I would feel good abodi this stUdy,

However, I must, take exception td7,the authors' conclxions and re-
commendations., The trend is for ,Students,having-leachers who participated
in"HSF-sponsored institutes to have a significantly higher mean.score ,
than students having teachers who &id .not attend institutes.° But how

much higher are these means? About 1 or 2-points (items) on one 40-

itedt test. ith'a large sample it is:possible for such a Mall mean

diffeen be significant. Statistical significance is present bUt

it is q onable whether this difference is meaningful or posSessing

any prac significa ce. When one considers the cost of an instituter;

to both rs and p iclpants, a recommendatOn that teachersbe/re-
quired.to attend the ased primarily on gaips'Of ror 2 points,-onone

d-item instrument / ms at best premSture'and aeiti; worst feathering

one0:49 nest.

6061
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MASTERY OF SIMPLE PROBABILITY IDEAS AMONG G.C.E.-ORDINARY LEVEL MATHE-
MATICS CANDIDATES. Wood, R.; Brown, M. International Journal of Mathe-
matical Education in Science and Technology, v7 n3, 'pp297-306, August 1976.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Richard
D. Lodholz and Douglas A. Grouws; UniVeisity of Missouri-Columbia.

1. Purpose

To investigate the apparent difficulty of probability test items
on mathematics examination papers taken by the most able 25-30 percent
of 15-to 16- year -old English students and to investigate differences
in difficulty-between sexes.

A
2. NRationale

An anyalsis of responses to the General Certificate of Education
(G.C.E. Ordinary Level mathematics examihations of 1973 and 1974 by
the University of London 'School Examination Department disclosed an
apparent difficulty in probability item9'relatAve_4o the other items
on each examination, and an apparent differentiation of responses between
sexes. In the 1974,paper, two of the three probability items showed
lower percentages correct than 48 of the 60 items; the average percent-
age.difference between boys and girls was an,'while the average &arks
for all items differed only by 6%-(both favorable td the boys).

According to Wood and Brown, previous studies have shown that
probability calculations involving the multiplication law and com-
binatory operations in permutation calculations are unlikely to be
correctly done until the Piagetian Stage formal operations).
Probability, items involving(1) an elementary event; (2) the addition
law; or (3) a single complementary event arealccessible to student in
thesPiageXiad Stage IIIA (early formal operations).

If the assumption is made that, the full formal operation stage is
reached-during and after the age of 16 years, then any probability itet
involving the multiplication law will cause difficulty if taught to young-
er students.

3. Research Design and Procedure

Responses from four of the six multiple-choice prObability items
from the 1973 and.1974 papersof the G.C.E. were analyzed (1 from 1973
and 3 from 1074). Students from the same schOols were looked at each
year. The schooll were coeducational with 9.71 individuals in 1973
(493 boys-and 478 girls) and 925 individbala in 1974 (510 boys, 415 girls).
The assumption was made that the students had the samelearning oppor-
tunities, although the researchers qualified that by noting such sampling

4
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may not indicate comparable mathematical ability. Speculation about the

discrepiapies in item performance was then given.

4.-* Findings

It frOWNihe'1973 paperi was': "A peAny is tossed five times.
What is the probability that it will come down "heads' on each of the
first three times and "tails" on each of the other two?" The.item in-

volves the multiplication law and-correct responses were listed for52.1%
of the boys and 34.9% of the girls. Of the incorrect responses, more
girls than bbys chose the distractor involving the addition law (16.5%
to 13.2%).

4

Item 1 from-the'1974 papers was "Which of the following occur(s)
.

with probability 1[2? ,(1) A score of 2, 3, or 4 on a normal die; (2)
Two heads from two coins tossed together; (3) A "spade" or a "club" when
,a card is drawn from a pack of playing cards." The correct answer to

this item does not depend of the multiplication law, and correct re-
sponses were made.by 67.3% of the boys and 51.3% of the girls.

The other twe'Atems cited showed similar results. Correct responses
on item 2 from the '1974, papers were given by' 44.3% of ths4oys and by
23.9% of the girls.; This item involved the multiplication law. Item 3

from the 1974 paper listed 41.2% of the boys and26.3% of the girls,with
correct responses. i This item involved the multiplication law and the cod-
cept of."without replacement."'

1'

The results of all three items of the 1974 papers showed that 21% ".
et the boys and 7%.pf the girls had correct 'responses on all.three ,

Incorrect responses on all three -items were given,by 18t of the boys and
33% of the girls. '

5. Inter retatio s

The majority f children have difficulty with 'probability "items that

involve the simul neous occurrence Of-i number of events and/or a joint
event in which com onent events themselves involve the simultaneous occur-
xenceofa number o independent events-

The frequency with which hoys.and girls chose particular distracters
often varied consicerably. tirls chose distracters more' frequently than
boys that were "less justifiable" than the Other possibilities, For ex-:
ample, on one item 10.5% of the girls chose a'probability greater than
one as the correct answer while only 4.5% of the boss ch4se this alter-
native.

Evidence from this study indicates that the average age for students
attaining the,g1d4tian State*IIIE (full formal operations) may be later
than 15 years and pia.girls reach this stage lacer than boys.

c1.3
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Critical Commentary

Several concerns about this piece pf research, Which was in general
well done, are summarized below:

(a) The author's, explanation of. the sex differences in per-
Tormance on the Pro.bability :items seemed to be narrowly

4 directed to the possibility of differences-in rates of
,intellectual development. Alternative explanations for
the differences did not seem to be vigorously' explored.

.4

For instance, could the differences be related to differ-
ences in the abilityto read the language used to state
the test items? Also, the assumption that the'same
opportunities to learn the probabilityrideas was afford-
ed the sap Schools.can be questioned and should be ex-
plored further. --

(b) Some of the hypotheses concerning bow students were
thinking when they chose particular incorrect answers
suggested that the students were opeiating in the full

,.formal operations stage (IIIB), which contradicts the. -
authors' later statements that these students had'not
attained this level of intellectual maturity.'

the authors in this article demonstrated in'an'exempIary way a A
penetrating anaylsis of a small} collection 0J-elated test items. The

results,jn our opinion, were too often phrased in a conclusion-oriented_
manner for the special sample of students considered and the small npm-
ber of related test items available for analysis. However, whether they
are called conclusions or data-based hypotheses, they are interesting and
important and worthy of further'investigation.

(
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